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JUne referendum possible 
I t  
• ,Counci l  , .approves  
RCMP's new home 
_ _': .= . . . . .  . _  . This wa~ taking p la~ta  time 
, .. nyltAIA- ' f l l t l~S~;lt lK l~ ,whnn th~ munic in~' i~  'dn f i ldn ' t  
" '  Herald 8taffWHter ~'f'~l a" -~w-~ooli~i~he": " "~/a~te-~ 
• . HRACF_~ On April 24, council . ~o~me' of O f l~ J~ i '  ~t  ~.  
aoe me tma/seem|on pmns for , . .~;~,,, . , .  namely t~e water o,~ 
the design and construcflonof the . sewage treatment facilities 
new RCMP' detachment head- On=l~;ebroary 9, 1983; at a meeting 
quarters, of the finance committee, a 
pre~ b,y the local firm of Royce district advertise for propesais from 
t;enme and Aspo¢intes~. 0mtwoma ... parties interested in,~leasing, ac- .~ 
see ~nstructlm ofa  17;400 ~. f t .  -i. oo~0datio'n for .the RCMP t61the !~ 
hoqding costing $1..7 million. :' district. " ." " 
However, as a result of this move The proposal l that reached the 
one local b~inessman ~ he k out .,District from Rugg calledfor a tO.*,, 
$t4,000 after lq}ending that;ila'niount ,. year ;lease an'angement.."with 
to develop a propdkal to h~e~:the , oPtiontobuy after the lebse expired/ 
RCMP detachment in his building, 
/he old Western Home Furnishing 
store . . . .  ! .- . 
Ron Rugg, ownerof the,hoilding, 
says he spent he money to deyelop a 
design that would satisfy the RCMP, 
which he says be succeeded in doing. 
Inspector ~.R0n~ Evans, ,o f  the 
TOr I~ace. -R~VlP  ds tsehment ,  r con- 
firn~ that the police were satisfied 
not Only with the building, but also 
withithe location. 
Some of the lease payments would 
be applied to the final purchase 
p/-ice,'theoretl~ily lowering the cost 
to the din~'iCt. '"~' 
. Ru~ said his proposat meant the 
city wouldsave m0ney 0nthe pur- 
chase prMe, and would also be able 
' to ;_Coileet : ,~ .on  ' the lp~y it. 
self, ~vh l~,~ld  even~ally ~t  tlie 
coat of the project in half~ i~. 
However, Mayor  Helmut 
Giesbreeht says he can't se~ Rugg 
paying taxes 0n the proPer~y~nd ot 
applying those costs to tlie final 
purchase price, so thel taxes 
collected would be "comi~ in one 
ixicket and going out the o~er." 
He foresees another prob l~ With 
Rugg's proposal, this one dialing 
with size. The Rugg property, en- 
compasses three citY lots with 
another four behind the building 
available for parking. The mayor 
said that in Rugg's plans, space ;in* 
front of the building would have be~ 
used for nublic earkin~, while the 
private 
I~tlding Coold beexpanded, should 
that be required. 
Rugg, however, says that his 
building was designed to carry a 
second storey, should expansion 
ever be required. 
Overall property size of Rugg's 
proposal does not equal that of the 
district's plans. 
In a letter to city cou-cli, Rugg 
listed the costs of building a new 
headquarters versus the costs of 
renovating his building, so that it 
meet RCMP specifications. , 
At the April 24 eonncil meeting, 
the Mayor went hrough anumber of 
discrepancies in the figures related 
to the district's costs saying that 
some of them were not accurate and 
could not be applied to the district's 
plans'. 
' Giesbrecht pointed out that Rugg 
did not include an allowance for 
inflation on the property and 
building in his proposal. The Mayor 
says inflation would raise the cost of 
the property after 10 years. 
' AS well, contingency osta cannot 
be included in the plans because 
they are not fixed costs, and the city 
planner forecasts that not more than 
. $20,000 to $25,000 will have to be used 
frnm those fends. Contingency 
!fqnds are used when something 
unexpected occurs during con- 
strnction. 
The $1000 allowed for removal of 
the quonset hut has also been 
eliminated because the hut has been 
sold to the local air cadet squadron 
and they will remove the building. 
The $15,000 estimated for staff 
time was another area of contention 
for the mayor. He says that amount 
does not "accurately represent 'how 
much the dty will have to pay for 
staff costs, because most of the 
project will go to tender and not 
involve district staff. 
With this in mind, the mayor says 
the new building won't cuat much 
more than the Rugg proposal, and It 
will make more sense for the police 
to use a building designed for them, 
rather than One designed tO sell 
furniture. ' 
The citY's plans now await ap- 
. proval from the" treasury board in 
Ottawa, th~ IK~MP, and the ministry 
of mantcipal ~faira. 
• If approval comes beek soon 
enough, a Jdne instead of a 
November referendum ay be held. 
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WHY BUY NEW~ 
WHEN USEDWILL  DO! 
Do you want parts fo f ix  up your car but your budget 
won't allow It? Beat the high cost of new parts with 
quality used parts from 
S.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE 
635-2333 or 635-9095 
3690 Duhsn ([ustoff Hwy. 16 El 
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" The'month of May has been officially proclaimed as 
better hearing and speech month by Mayor Helmut 
...... Giesbrecht as part e ta  nation.wide campaign to raise 
Public interest in that fact that more than i0 per cent of 
the poPUlation suffers from speech and hearing 
i 
problems. From left to right are: Sheila Pretto, Deloris 
Hutcheson, Susan Lang, Petra Heitland, Adrlanne 
Belcher. All but Adrlanne are speech pathologistst 
Adrlanne is a teacher of the hearing impaired. They work 
out of the Terrace Child Development Center. 
American accused of election-rigging 
SAN SALVADOR (AP) - -A  :U.S. U.S. Embassy spokesman Greg Elsewhere.,' in Central America, "Carlos Jose Gutlerrez said relations 
senator and a right-wing Salvadoran Lagana denied the charges, saying 
i Vice-presidential cun~lldate accused the United States has been "corn- 
the Ameriean ambaseado~ of trying pletely neutral" during the eam- 
.to manipulate the forthcoming paigning. 
presidential runoff and naked that But American officials have said 
the envy be fired. _ • ~; privately they would be coneerned if 
i Am bapsador Thomas Piekering: d'Aubulsoon wins. D'Aubulssoo has 
has "taken actions which support been linked with rightiet death 
• only one eandidate" in the election/ squads andhis victory would make 
• a~d ""must ." be !,imm~tiateiv: ~iteven more |Wfieult for the Reaaan 
Was a letter from Senator Jesse 
Helms (R-N.C.). 
The dispute flared on the final day 
of eampaigulng before .Sunday's 
runo.ff election, which pits Roberto 
d'Aubulsson of the rightist 
Republican Nationalist Alliance 
against centralist Christian 
Democrat Jose Napoleon Duarte. 
Barrera is d'Aubuleson's running 
mate. 
Helms, in a letter to President 
Reagan, said Plekering is trying to 
engineer Duurte's victory, said a 
Washington congressional, source 
familiar with the letter. ,The U.S. is 
supposed to be neutral down there 
and should cling to that,'! the source 
quoted Heims's letter as saying. 
Helms accused Piekering of 
helping the Christian Democrats by 
encouraging Salvadoran election 
'officials to retain questionable voter 
registration lists, said ~he source, 
who declined to be' identified. 
..~pr m. .~.  y toO. !com: ~ l~g~ss :  .~ 
Helms i s  the see0nd.ra '3ng 
Relmbliean on the Senate foreign 
relations committee and an ad- 
vocate Of tough measures against 
left-wing rebels in El Salvador. 
Helms did not release the text of 
the letter, but Barrera said excerpts 
were read over the phone to 
representatives of his party. 
The Christian Democrats claim 
their polls show Dusrte Will win 65 
per cent of the vote. The party's 
forecast was fairly accurate in the 
firSt-round election March 25, when 
Duarte led eight candidates with 43.4 
per:cent of the vote. 
NONE HAD MAJORITY 
D'Aubuiason won 29.7 per cent of 
the ~ vote. The runoff was called 
because no eandidate had the 
required majority. 
An estimated 1.8 million people 
are eligible to vote. Leftist rebels 
condueting a 4½-year war against 
the government call the election "a 
farce" and are not participating. 
Newfoundland loses 
its legal.battle 
to control resources 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Newfoundland from one ot /~e world's largest 
officials hoped for ' the best hot 
hraced for the Worst oday as the 
Supreme Court of Canada decides 
whether the province can get out of a 
contract which allows Hydro- 
Quebec to sell Newfoundland power 
at a handsome profit. 
Bad news, they say, is nothing new 
to Newfoundianders engaged in a 
long and lonesome struggle tow in 
control of their resources. 
"Newfoundland is used to that," a 
senior provincial official said. "We 
haven't had too much good news in 
450 years," 
A, negative ruling would be 
',another indication that same'thing 
is wrong with the system when you 
can't even change an  un. 
conselonable contract." 
The ease was heard by the high 
court more than a year ago but 
Judgmmt was delay~i to give 
Newfoundland and Quebec a chance 
to negotiate a way out of the 
stalemate. 
When negotiations failed, the issue 
was again left for the court to ar- 
bitrate. 
LOST FIRST CA8E 
I t  is the second time this year 
• Newfoundland has taken its hopes 
for control over its resources to the 
Supreme Court. In the ih~t ease, the 
court ruled the .federal government 
had the right to direct development 
in offshore oil fields. 
The Churchill Falls dispute ~as 
before various courts and tribunals 
for almost n decade as Newfoun. 
dland struggled to recover the riches 
single hydro-electric plants. 
The heart of the dispute is the 
mighty turbines on the Upper 
Churchill River in the Labrador 
hinterland which produce more than 
5,200 megawatts of electricity. 
' In  return for Hydro-Quebec 
assistance in developing the project 
in the 1960% Churchill Falls Corp. 
agreed in 1969 to sell Hydro-Quebec 
90 per eeat of the power at about 
three cents a kilowatt hour. The 
contract runs until 2024 and does not 
contain any provision s for price 
increases. 
there were these developments 
Wednesday': 
-- In Nicaragua, a fishing boat 
struck a mine planted by U.S.- 
supported rebels and sank in the 
northwestern port of Corinto, said 
Jose Leon Talavera, Nicaraguan 
deputy foreign minister. No 
casualties were reported. 
- -  In Costa Pica, Foreign Minister border.  
. , . .n  
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for Pop hn Pau! 
SEOUL (AP) -- Pope John Paul 
began an Asian pilgrimage today 
and told South Koreans he prays thai 
negotiati0ns and trust will reunite 
their peninsula, divided into Com. 
mtmist North and  non-Commuoisi 
South for almost 40 years. 
While flying from Alaska to Seoul, 
the Pope said a prayer for the 299 
people, many of them South Korean 
and 10 of them Canadian, who w~re 
killed Sept. 1 when the Soviets hot 
down a Korean Air Lines jetliner 
after it strayed into Soviet airspace. 
The papal plane, a chartered 
Alitalia DC-10 jefliner, followed the 
route the KAL plane was supposed to 
take. The Vatican described the 
infiight prayer as a gesture of 
solidarity with the South Korean 
people. The prayer did not mention 
the Soviet Union. 
John Paul had stopped in Alaska 
to meet U.S. President Reagan, who 
was returning to Washington from 
his tour of China. 
The Pope, beginning an 11-day trip 
to Asia and the Pacific, said he came 
as an "apostle of peace" to all 
Koreans. 
He plans to spend five days in 
South Korea, which the Vatican says 
will soon surpass Indonesia s Asia's 
second largest Roman Catholic 
country. The Philippines is the first. 
The Pope set the theme of his visit 
between his country and Nicaragua 
are at their "lowest level" as a 
result of an air. attack by 
Nicaraguan planes. 
Costa Rico charges two 
Nicaraguan warplanes fired rockets 
Tuesday On the Costa R|ean town of 
San Isidro de Pocoso|, about five 
kilometres" from the Nicaraguan 
DUBLIN (AP) - -  Protestants in 
Northern Ireland have rejected an 
unprecedented appeal by Roman 
Catholic nationalist leaders for a 
constitutional conference to work 
out a blueprint for unifying the 
island. 
The invitation came out of The 
New Ireland Forum, which was set 
up by Prime Minister Garret Fit- 
zGerald a year ago to consider 
solutions to the violence between 
Catholics and Protestants. 
Militants of the Irish Republican 
Army. have been fighting to wrest 
control of predominantly Protestant 
Northern Ireland from Britain and 
unite it with the Republic of Ireland, 
whose population ismainly Catholic. 
Northern Ireland's Protestant 
parties refused to participate in the 
Forum, and Sinn Fain, political front 
for the outlawed IRA, was not M- 
elted because it supports the 
militants' "armed struggle" to unite 
Ireland by force. 
The Forum's report, issued 
Wednesday, proposed a conference 
on these options: unite Ireland and 
Nm'fhpr. T,'-I-, "'J " ~I 
arrangement between the republic 
and the British-administered Ulster, 
or have Ireland and Britain share 
authority over Northern Ireland. 
Accompanying such unification: 
would be guarantees of religious, 
political and civil liberties for 
Protestants under a-  new con- 
stitution. 
It invited Britain and Northern 
Ireland's loyalists to Join in the 
conference. 
Rejection Of the proposals came 
quickly. 
THEY SAY NO. 
"I do not want to be a citizen of the 
Irish republic," said Harold 
Mecosker of the Official Unionist 
Party of UlSter. 
Rev. Ion Paisley, one oi-Ulster's 
most outspoken Y~'otestunt leaders, 
tacked his resp.qnse on the door of 
Dublin's Geheral Post Office even 
before the Forum's appeal was 
published. His proc|amation read: 
"Ulster is British -- h'o surrender." 
The postofftce was the main point 
of resistance' during the ill-fated 
Easter Rising in 1918 agail~st British 
Irish Protestants reject 
unprecedented appeal 
immediately. 
"I pray. that your beloved 
fatherland, now tragically divided 
into two for over a generation, will.. 
be reunited as one family, no[:~ 
• through confrontation and hostility," 
but through dialogue, mutual, trust 
and brotherly .love," his arrival 
statement said. 
Such a development would mean 
"giving the lie to a world more and 
more given to mistrust, hatred and 
the violence of arms," the Pope said. 
After stepping .off his plane, John 
Paul hissed the tarmac, his gesture" 
of blessing for the lands he visits. He 
is making his 21at overseas journey~:i 
as Pope. It is his first trip to South 
Korea, although e has visited Asia 
before. 
Greeting him at Seoul's Kimpo 
International Airport was a group 
headed by President Chum Doo- 
hwan. The government estimated 
1,600 people greeted him there. ."i 
Military security services and" 
South Korea's 100,000-member 
national police force were on alert. 
Recent reports from Rome, quoting: 
Italian and U.S. intelligence sour- 
ces, said international terrorist 
groups were plotting an attack on 
the Pope in ~uth Korea. 
After South Korea, the Pope will 
go to Papua New Guinea, the 
Solomon Islands and Thailand. 
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Letters to"": 
the Editor, 
Support for 
Digoxin overdose• 
may have,  caused 
baby. Miller,s death 
TORONTO (CP) - -  An overd0se of 
the pbw~ful heart drug d~oxin 
administered through intravenous 
apparatus could have caused baby.: 
Allana Miller's death ours later, an 
expert old the Grange royal com- 
mission Wednesday . . . .  
U,S. pharmacologist Dr. Ralph 
Kanffman, recalled as a witness at 
the commission investigating the 
deaths of 36 babies at the Hospital 
for Sick Children in Toronto, said the 
baby's death at 3:27 a.m. on March 
21, 1981, was consistent with an 
overdose of  the drug being given 
about midnight. 
Nurse Bertha Bell has testifed she 
saw Phyllis Trayner injecting an 
unidentified drug into Miller's in. 
travanous apparatus about midnight 
on the night the baby died. 
In a letter to Kanffman, the 
commission had asked him to 
assume Bell's observations were 
• aeeurate, saying the evidence is "of  
great import0nee to the cam: 
--into Miller's Intravenous'about 1 
• fl.mo 
Trayner, Who has. /rq~eat~,~lly 
deniedahe gave overdoses to.any of 
the babies, said Bell must have been 
confused aleut the tim~, : . . . . . .  
The' former team le~de~ 0n the 
hospital's cardiac ward said that at 
midnight, she was flushiag (~ut he 
baby's intravm~ous line. 
The baby's death was t~uled to 
have been caused by a-digoxin. 
overdose by police and medlca~ 
investigators atthe Atisnta Centrelt. 
for Disease Control. Hospital 
authorities'believe she died fr0ni 
. severe heart defects . . . .  ' ; ,  
gOT WORSE FAST 
In other testimony Wednesday, 
nurse Gloria Bueci told the ecm- 
mimien Stephaule Lombardo's 
condition deteriorated dramatically 
after she left the baby for abodL 10 
minutes the night she died, Dec. 26; 
1950. 
BOcci said Lombardo was sleeping 
Dollars 
• " : ; ~ a d  
Sense 
The high costs 
Of:prOteCtion.. ' 
During my current visits to Australia nd South 
Africa, I was reminded forcefully of the cost of pro- 
toction Canadian eousumershave to bear. In 
Australia, half a ald.e of a spring lamb can be had for 
$29 Canadian. In beth countries, dairy products cost 
half of what we pay in Canada. In South Africa, a 
pair of shoes that would cost $60 in Canada is sold 
for t~0. ." . .  
The low prices of these and some other predueis 
are not due to undervalued exchange rates. There 
are many goods, such as hutomobties, baked goods, 
cameras, and electronin produots, for which prlees 
are much the same in all three countries. These are 
thegoeds whose prices are determined largely by 
fret trade or similar levels Of protection i thethree 
countries. 
The costs of meat, dairy products, shoes, and" 
textiles in Canada are way above world• prices 
because of our restriction on imports. Tariffs and 
quotas are the vlillans. 
This protection has been designed allegedly to 
protect Canadian Jobs. The cost is enormous, as the 
above price comparisons suggest.Economists bare 
estimated more generally, that It costsconsum~re .! 
an 'average of $5O,OOO per y~ar mr every worxer 
whose Job iSsaved through these polities. . 
But the cost doesn't stop'~bere. Because w'e 
' u develo ing countries' pr~!ucts, they don't 
our .w  
and agricultural products. Income and employ~hent 
in these sectors are correspondinglY lower. • 
At an academic conference in Melbourne, 
Australia recently, the American economist, Gary 
Huthaner, proposed an Ingenious polioy that Just 
might lead to a dismantling of this protection if It. 
were adopted in Canada. Under this policy, Cana: 
dian voluntary and mandatory import quotas would 
'be converted to tariffs giving equulprotection. At • 
the same•time, we would adopt a plan for lowering 
these tariffs by 20 per cent per year until .they were 
zero. 
One key Ingredlent of the plan is that the tariff 
revenue be used for adjustment assistance for 
workers and employers in the affected industries; 
For example, every worker in the textile industry 
who is laid off would i'eceive agolden handshake of 
$40,000. Employers would be paid $I0,000 for every . 
Joblost. 
Details of the policy need to be determined but 
there is no doubt hat it Is workable in principle. 
There Is also no doubt hat through Its adoption a
new government could signal powerfully its inten- 
tion to aid Canadian consumers and exporters 
rather than narrow interest groups in import com- 
peting Industries. 
guaranteed 
annual income 
An open letter to: 
Mayor & Comfcfl 
District of Terrace 
The Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre Society would 
like to commend you for your 
recent decision on the Graham 
Avenue land. 
We appreciate that the District 
of Ten'ace has a pressing need 
for that land for a turf and nur- 
sery site. We accept that our 
lease will therefore not be 
renewed when it expires in April 
1986. 
We are most appreciative that 
we have two years in which to 
rebuild a reforestation business. 
The growing of a market garden 
is a "holding pattern" enterprise. 
to maintain the land quality and 
to provide employment for 
women while we search 'out 
contracts for a traanplant nur- 
sery. We believe transplant 
forestry stock is necessary in this 
area to compete with alder 
• growth .in sect ions to be 
reforested. 
The cutting of the ministry of 
forest's reforestation and 
silviculture programs is un- 
, fortunate for this region..Any, 
l~l~bying dmt C~t l 'e0u ld .do  in 
this regard would be apprecisted.: 
by many sectors of our com- 
munity. 
We want to thank you for the 
support hat Mayor and Council 
has shown to a local non-profit" 
business. We hope that we will be 
able to secure the seeded con- 
tracts to continue as a viable 
business past he spring of 1986. 
Our goal is to provide em- 
ployment and training for single 
mothers and re-entry level 
women. This year we have in. 
eluded female students seeking to 
return to school next year. It has 
always been our aim to con- 
tribute to the community's future 
through reforestation and 
silviculture activities which, will 
leave a legacy for our children. 
Sincerely, 
Frances Birdseli, 
Co-ordinator, 
Terrace Women's Resource 
• . 
Centre 
Building 
a business 
Through the ' Solidarity 
Coalition, the B.C. Federation of 
Labom" is taking a strong stand in 
favour of a guaranteed annual 
income for all British Colum- 
bians so that no British Columbia 
need go without the basic 
necessities required to par- 
ticipate in our society. 
• The B.C. Federation of Labour, 
along with all organized labour 
groups has been actively working 
on behalf of the unemployed and 
the poor since the depression 
began in 1982. Over thirty action 
centres are operated by the 
federation throughout British 
Columbia, including two in the 
Northwest- one in Prince Rupert 
and one in Terrace. These 
centres offer advice and 
asststanee to those having dif- 
ficulties coping with their 
situation. 
in addition, organized labour is 
instrumental in keeping soup 
kitchens and food .banks in 
• operation throughout the 
province. For example, over 
three-quarters of the funds 
required to operate the Terrace 
soup kitchen comes from 
organized labour. • I think it.is 
important that people recngmsa 
the true and deep concern felt by 
union workers for their less 
fortunate nel[pzbem's. 
Sincerely ours, 
Bill Goodaere 
C~ordinator, 
Terrace Unemployment Action 
Centre 
mission." 
On that assumption, Kauffman, a 
professor of ph .m?macology at 
Michigan's Wayne State University, 
reported that if the baby was given a 
dose of digoxin at midnight diluted 
with. 15 milililtres of fluid in. the 
intravenous, it would reach the child 
in about 72 minutes. 
About 95 per cent of the dose would 
have reached the child by 2 a/re. and 
the balance would drip into the in- 
travenous line over subsequent 
hours, he satcl. 
HER HEART STOPPED 
Miller showed an irregular heart 
rate, vomiting, gagging and  
restlessness at1:45 a.m., Kanffmun 
said. Her heart stopped at 2:45 and 
"she could not be resuscitated. 
Although igh digoxin readings in 
post-mortem blood samples were 
consistent with the dose being given 
at.midnight, Kauffman said he did 
not know what the dose might have 
• been. 
Trayner told the commission 
earlier this week the injection she 
gave was a scheduled ose of the 
antibiotic gentamiein, which she put 
comfortably when she checked he' 
shortly before 3 a.m. A few minutes 
later, Trayner celied her to come to Pr, i sone lv  not s ightseers 
blue, spitting mucus and having 
19real and Syria argue . .The infant died suddenly,at 4.29 .,, i ' a.m. Although the child had notbeen prescribed igexin, large gusniitie~ 
of the  drug were found in tissue • ' 
samples when the body was BEIRUT (AP) - -  Syria says the said the three Isreelis "are already Wal id Jumblatt, Shilte Moslem 
exhumed about a year later, three lsraelis in its cnstody are in Syria and will be treated as lender Nabih Berri and Maro~te 
Bucei said she was surprised and prisoners of war, but Israel insisted 
upset by the baby's death, but .- the three are diplomats on s sight- 
Trayner appeared calm. 
Trayner, the only nurse on duty 
for all 29 baby deaths considered 
suspieinus in a report by the Atlanta 
medical team, has testified she does 
not recall the Lombardo baby. 
The infant's death was ruled a 
murder at a preliminary hearing at 
which nurse Susan Nelles was 
discha/'ged of murder in four of the 
baby deaths, which oc.curred bet L
ween June 1980 and March 1981. 
The Atlanta report says Lom- 
barda's death could have been 
caused by digoxin l~isaning. '
seeing tour and vowed to "do what 
we find necessary" to secure their 
release. 
"I hope the Syrians will listen to. 
this warning and do what we are 
asking," Israeli Prime Minister. 
Yitshak Sbamir said Wednesday. 
The Israelis, attached to the 
Israeli liaison office near Beirut, 
were taken into enstody Tuesday in 
Syrian-contrelied territory while on 
a drive north of the city. 
In an interview~ with the Paris- 
based radio. Monte Carlo, Syrian 
Foreign Minister Farouk al-Sbaraa 
prisoners of war aceording to the 
Geneva international conventions." 
He gave no other details. 
Syria described the three as 
"saboteurs" who tried to infiltrate. 
Syrian lines 48 kilometres north of 
Beirut. 
~The:,. incident was certain to 
aggravate tensions between Israel 
and Syria, whose soldiers face each 
• other on Leb~an's civil war bat- 
tie,round. 
Lebanese Premier Beshid Karami '
held his first coalition cabinet 
meeting Wednesday with three 
Syrian-backed ministers absent. 
Those absent were Druse leader. 
MacKenzie.King's ghost lingers on 
Christian Al0dulla Bassi. 
Karami, a Sunni Moslem, said he 
had decided to hold the meeting 
"with whoever shows up." 
CHAliCE FOR PEACE 
syria blessed formation of t~e'  
cabinet under Karomi, saying it 
provided Lebanon with a good 
chance for peace because it brought 
together the country's main political 
magnates. 
The Israeli Foreign Ministry said ~i 
the three captured men ere. 
diplomats who had become lost! 
while on a pleasure trip. It said they I
are with the Israeli liaison office I 
that still is maintained in Dbaye, {' 
north of Beirut, despite Lebanon's l 
abrogation of its troop withdrawal : 
accord with Israel. ~ 
Israel identified the three men as ~.~' 
Eran Florentin, Shmuel Roga and  
• . . . , . • Nahum Nesher. Israeli newspapers 
. . . . . . . . .  .' • didn't have a malorit v but the ~, had h,,u, ^ r '  T ;beral member .hi,~ had Diefanbaker had weathered just said all three had diplomatic status. 
. U'I"I 'AWA (UJL") ~ MacKenzie • ~" J '  J "~  ~" ~ " " "  ' ' De r tm • • , 22 ca f such a challenge less than a year in Washington,.Stpte pa ent g]na s ah~st nnnarentlv returns to S ta more than the Liberals who been elected in the province o .. . ~ . .. . . . . .  . . . . . .  
- - - "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . .  .-"- " -  ,.: had bare .o f f i ce  11'  ears • ~ , . .~. , ,  ebec~d in,.Newt'oundiand~ /.~ ,~..~e~rlxer.;~.~ev.erai os,,~ma,,cantnot. ,  ~elmtY s~g.esm.an A lan  t to.moe~ • . haunt "" federa l  governments that , . . .y . . . . . . . .  , ,, ,.Qu .. • . . . . . . .  . . . . . . ::o,,,,~m,i. , , , .0 ; . , ,  • . . . . . .  r ,o .  ..:. ":.Following the 1957election,.Louls,~....~ Therecordasbow.that cabinet.felt ..~,.~.ministers~.,:.~ submitted .... ,,..their .,said Islam nas aces m:~ucn.~,wlm 
~.:T:..'7:~,'. _~7~?" ." .-~7~:,, ".'~.';,;,~,  St'Laurant-made itclear he wasdt ~/. ~.,~,~ r;,;,~ aocisi,,n on ~ether- to : : .  resignations ~d .attempted- to U.S:offlclals and "we are explorin8 
be helpful" ~u~Ic~o;?  a majority o! seam m going to stay in office despite resi~'wasup ~ St. Laurent, but persua~le him to resign in exchange how we can . 
The former prime minister's pressure from at least two of his that no action should be taken until for his appointment aschief justice The capture of the three men '~ 
presence loomed over cabinet 
meetings in 1957"and 1963 when first 
a Liberal then a Conservative 
government debated whether it 
could remain in office without a 
maJority or was morally, and con- 
stitutionally bound to resign. 
Cabinet records obtained under 
the Access to Information Act show 
that both the '57 and '95 cabinets 
mulled over evenis of 1925 and 1926 
when King refused to resign after 
losing elections. In ~1927, the 
Governor General refused to 
dissolve Parliament for another ~ip 
to the polls. 
Both the '57 and '63 governments 
resigned, but only .after several 
days' debate. 
Cabinet records following the 1972 
and 1979 elections, which also 
produced minority governments, 
won't be available for several years. 
Following the 1972 eloction, Prime 
Minister Trudcau exeretsed his 
constitutional right to meet 
Parliament, although e did resign 
in favor of Joe Clark's Con- 
servatives in 1979. 
The Liberals had two seats more 
than the Tories in 1972, even though 
they trailed in seats and popular 
votes everywhere in the country 
except Quebec. In 1979, the Torten 
ministers. . . . .  , 
No party won a clear majority at 
the polls, although the Con- 
servatives had a slight margin over 
the Liberals. 
'Liberals who felt the 75-year.old 
St. Lament should continue referred 
him to events of 1925-26. 
"They pointed out that the prime 
minister's responsibility was 
primarily to Parliament," the 
cabinet documents show. . 
"He and his administration should 
• not resign until he had tested in 
Parliament whether or not it was the 
peoples' wish that the government 
should resign in office." 
NOT COMPARABLE 
But other ministers argued that 
the developments of 19~5-26 "were in 
no way comparable to the present 
situation." 
They said experts on con- 
stitutional aw and practice main- 
rained an administration had nO 
other proper alternative than t~' 
submit its resignation to t  he  
• Governor General.' 
Rogurdless of the constitutional 
aspect "it would be virtual political 
suicide for the present government 
to attempt to carry on," they saic~. 
"This seemed e~ident when onb' 
reflected on the fact that by far th~ 
the results of voting by Canada's 
overseas military forces was known. 
St. Laurent waited more than a 
week before agreeing to turn power 
over to John Diefenbaker, eagerly 
waiting in the wings. 
Little did the Conservative l ader 
ilmow the tables would be reversed 
six years later when he failed to 
a majority in the 1963 election. •
I Edited conelusions obtained from 
the April 16, 1963, Conservative 
cabinet meeting show only that 
Diefenbaker met Liberal leader 
Lester Pearson the previous day to 
discuss arrangements for the 
change in government. 
News reports at the time indicated 
Diefeubaker was considering the 
Mackenzie King precedent and felt 
he might be able to face Parliament 
if he gained the support' of Social 
Credit and New Democrat MPs. 
More interesting, perhaps, than 
the cabinet records is a memo from 
Frank Miliigan, then:  assistant 
secretary to the Tory cabinet, dated 
ele~tinn day April 8 about forming a 
government without a majority. 
• Milligan said that if the Liberals 
won more seats tha~ the Tories, 
Diefenbaker eould choose to resign 
as St. Laurent did in 1957 or continue 
in office as King did in 1925. 
• of the Supreme Court of Canada. 
Milligan said unless an inside 
challenge resulted in Diefenbaker's 
deposition, the Governor General 
would take no official notice. 
But he could not ignore the second 
possibility ,-  a public declaration by 
opposition leaders that they would 
oppose ither a Tory or Diefenbaker 
government, which would mean its 
defeat in a confidence vote. 
CALL IN OTHERS 
Mil!igan said in that case it may 
be proper for the Governor General 
to call in the other lenders to obtain a 
"clear statement of their in. 
tentions." 
The prime minister could 
challenge the statements of the 
• other leaders, he said, either 
because he believed he had the 
support of enough opposition MPs or 
because he expected to present 
legislation they would want to 
support. 
However, six members of the 
Social Credit party had sent a 
telegram to Gay. GOn. Georges 
Vanier indicating they would sup- 
port a Pearson government. 
Miilignn said if Diefenbaker 
resigned following the public op- 
position, ~e  Goverhor General 
could then call on the leader of the 
largest of the opposing parties to 
form the new government. 
Reag m "and .Pope cbnsider 
aim,ss,on to fight hunger 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  President 
Reagan is back home after his "long 
Journey for peace" to China and a 
meeting with Pope John Paul to 
discuss a joint strategy for com- 
bating global hanger and disease. 
White House spokesman Larry 
Speakes aid Reagan and the Pope 
wore like two "old friends" at their 
meeting Wednesday in Alaska. The 
Pope drew cheers from a Fsirbanks 
airport crowd when he shouted !'God 
Bless America" with Reagan at his 
side. 
The president's wife Nancy said 
Reagan and the Pope "ere  very 
much alike. They are both very 
strong, but there is warmth there." 
Noting that both men had survived 
shootings, she sa id :  "The  
assassination attempts/which ame 
so close together, helped create a 
bond (between them). Once that 
happens, there is a bond that never 
goes away." 
The two man talked for about 30 
minutes and then the .Pope escorted 
Reagan to the presidential Jetliner 
for Reagan's return fl ight to 
Washington. 
The Pope, whose Alltalia aircraft 
had made a three-hour refuelling 
atop at Falrbanks, left soon after to 
continue a flight to South Korea. 
Spoakes said the two exchanged~ 
views on arms control, East-West 
relations and. regional and 
humani ta r ian  Issues. He said 
Reagan offered to send a 
pres ident ia l  miss ion  to Rome to 
d iscuss economic  deve lopment  and 
humanitarian assistance, 
Spoakes aid the mission would be, 
aimed at developing a Joint U.S.- " 
Vatican strategy "to alleviate 
hunger and disease and to promote 
peace worldwide." He said the date • 
for the mission's trip and who will 
head it will be decided later. 
'rae Pope, responding to Reagan's 
welcome in Fairbanks, said he was 
"deeply honored" by the presence of 
the  president "returning from 
visiting the beloved people of 
China." 
Speaking in English, the Pope told 
Reagan that "a  constant openness" 
Is esseniial In solving the world's 
problems and reaching "harmony 
and eonecrd." 
He called for "an oimmess of 
heart, a readiness to accept dif. 
ferances, and an ability to listen to 
each other's viewpoint :without 
prejudice." 
Reagan arrived home Wedr~mday 
night, ending a trip that started 
April 19 and covered 34,987 
kilometres. |t was the longest r)p of 
his presidency, .both in  time and 
distance, and the ?3-year-old 
resident appeared to hold• up well 
rongh0ut. • 
He had more than seven hours of 
meetings in three 'days with senior 
Chinese officials in Peking and two 
major speeches; 
There were also side trips to the 
Great Wall near Peking and the 
ancient capital at Xian, and a 24- 
hour atop in Shanghai that included 
more official functions. 
Mrs. Reagan, who accompanied 
the president on the trip, said her 
husband returned rested and in good 
spirits. 
,'He. feels very up , "  she raid 
reporters during the fllaht back to. 
Washington. "He felt it was a good 
trip and he accomplished what he 
wanted to accomplish ,, --  , a 
relationship (with the Chinese) was 
established." , 
bringsto nine the number of Israelis 
believed held by Syria or Syrian- 
backed Palestinlan guerrillas. 
Three Israeli soldiers were cap-  
tured by the Syrians during the 1982 
Lebanon war. Two more were! 
i:aptured by the Popular Front for ' 
the Liberation of Palestine-General 
Command. The Democratic Front ~ 
for the Liberation of Palestine says ' 
it is holding one Israeli soldier. 
Five other Israeli soldiers are. 
believed to be missing in action. 
Israel has about 290 Syrian 
prisoners. 
Canadian 
dollar up 
- -The  Canadian dollar edged 
up on foreign exchange markets, 
gaining 2-25 of a cent against its 
U.S. counterpart tocloseat 77.31 
cants U.S. The currency" had 
fnllen to 77.23 cents U.S. Monday, 
down 79-100 from last Friday's 
close of 78.02 cents U.S. The 
beleaguered dollar has ~levalued 
almost three cents in just over 
two months against the American 
currency. It closed at 80.03 cents 
u.s. on Feb.29. 
t 
HIliHAI 
"A  message f rom your  
• grandson, sir.,' 
L 
. ,  :B,C., 8fiefS: 
!errace ,Col! ge,, :" ' '~ - -4~ - -  - - ' '  :~ " '~  I ' ' '~  r ' ' L, 
VICTORIA (CP) ~.- Two employees of the Nor- 
thweat Commuifl~y College in Terrace have been 
auopedSed f~: t lu ion  r'activities' fo~ stoning a 
:petition opp6~ig: participation .!:'in: !!as-f :.f~ll's 
"Solidarity protestS; SOcial Credi~ whlp ElW0od 
VEITCH SAID Wednesday. 
He sold the two members of the B.C. Government 
, Employees Union were told they cannot participate 
in any union business for two' years., , ; : 
;One of the people affected served on the local 
' executive and the Other on the local's negotiating 
team.~ . : , • ~ " ' 
Veiteh said 39 of the 60 members in the local 
• signed the petition... ' " ; . . . .  
. . . .  These are union leaders that areoUt protesting. 
against he government, presumably: on the side of 
' human rights, yet at the very same t~ne they .are 
' mitigating against he human rights of their own 
union members." 
The protests were organized by the SelldaHty 
Coalition, a coalltinn0f labor union, church, tenant 
and human rights activists; to fight the Social Credit 
government's program-cutting le islation, 
It launched an escalating strike program last fall 
during which more than 80,000 workers, including 
: teachers, truck until a truce was reached with the 
government. 
Province to act r" 
against lottery 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Provincial Secretary Jim 
Chabot "says the Western Canada Lo. tt.ery Foun- 
dation will act against provincial lottery retailers in 
British Columbia who sell federal sports pool 
tickets. 
Chabot said Wednesday that the foundation has 
agreements with retailers in Western Canada that 
they are not to sell other lottery tickets. 
He said the federal government is encouraging 
the retailers to violate their contracts, and has has 
indicated quite clearly to the retailers.that Ottawa 
will pay .them a higher commission than ~ey 
receive from the foundation. 
Chabot said federal officials also have indicated 
they would be prepared to pay the legal expenses of
the retailers if they enter any problems with breach 
of contract. 
, , / 
Civic employees, 
,. may be exempt 
VERNON, B.C. (CP) -- The provincial govern- 
ment is being asked to exempt civic• emPloYeeS in 
thi~ Okanagan'Valley from the seniority provisions 
o f  the ~ublie Sector Restraint Act. 
The "Okanagan Mainline Munielpal Labor 
Relations Association, .hargaining for the 
municipalities, and the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees agreed Wednesday to request he ex- 
' dusion. 
The act, part of the Social Credit resh'aint 
• package of last July, gives Victoria wide latitude in 
:terminating the Jobs of employees throul~hout the 
..... provincial public sector. ' ': 
.. ~': ,'CUPE "national . re l~Seat~e Jl~Ketly,sald~ . 
~ ,munfdpal ~ :off,rials ~ made ~ the ,, ffirst'~Ove , to~,vhrd ,,,,
• rl~ t v '~ ' r~lue~ingexi~i~pti~, I~i ltfib dnion~i~grc~'ffi~/t •e 
government has no right to tell either side how to  
• bargain, particularly on matters affecting the 
rights of senior employees. 
Wholesalers ask 
for porno review 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Ten British Columbia 
magazine wholesalers are urging the Attorney 
General to set Up a panel to review pornographic 
material. 
• ~ohn Seebach, president of the Mainland 
Magazine Service, said Wednesday that if the 
• proposed panel decides that a specific magazine 
conflicts with "acceptable community standards," 
then the 10 distributors would not sell them, 
. The proposal was. drafted during a meeting 
between Mainland owner J im Pattison, other 
distributors and a number of church and women's, 
group officials, 
Pattison, also chairman of Expo 86, announced 
Tuesday he would sell Mainland. 
The issue of Pattison's role in the distribution of 
pornography was raised by local women's groups in 
submissions last month to the federal task force on 
prostitution and pornography. 
"I think we have made a real positive start," said 
Seebach.°"We have complete agreement that there 
should be a review board under the auspices of the 
Attorney General." 
• • : . .  
Jury begin deliberations in 
Norm Mantel of Norm's Auto Refinishing Ltd. demonstrates how 
"Rust Check" is applied to all the interior chambers of acar's body 
panels. Using different!engths of applicat0r tips, he can reach inside 
any panel and coat all metal surfaces with rust inhibitor. The chemical 
will actually creep into seams and crevices for,up to three weeks, 
giving total coverage of areas where rust can begin. Norm will be 
holding an open house today; May 4, and May 5. This is the first Such 
dealership for the product In this area. 
Photo bY Ralph Reschke 
"llm Herald, Thursday, May 3, 1984, Pale 3 
Bus crash inquest: 
Instruments out as 
driver guessedspeed 
VICTORIA (CP) -- bus 'ahead, but elected to Grifflth testified that he 
Kerry. Griffith gambled try to run it out. had adjusted the bug's 
that he could drive his Gdffith said he did not brakes three days before 
runaway bus, packed with gear down because it the accident. 
64 passengers, another would have been unsafe, Two days before the 
kilometre to safety down a but did apply the parking accident, it was used for a 
mountain road after the brakes, He conceded'that mountain charter, but 
1964 vehicle lost its brakes aetian might have helped Grifflth said he did not 
Jan. 30. wreck the bus's braking recheck the brakes 
He could only estimate system, because adjustments are 
the speed as the bus He earlier testified that needed only after two or 
careered down the hill, although he is Conmac's three such trips. 
because the spesdmeter, chief mechanic, he has 
tachometer and odometer never taken a course in Work orders introduced 
weren't working, and mechanics and holds no in evidence showed the 
hadn't "for quite a while." trade papers, bug's brakes had been 
Griffith failed, and two Grifflth said that when adjusted only once before 
high school students died he got his bus early Jan. 30, - - in  January 1963 - -but  
from injuries suffered he checked the tires, Griffith said adjustments 
when the bus slammed into water, oil and fuel lines weren't always recorded: 
a ditch on Mount before starting the engine.~ "I've ~ever been a big fan 
Washington, near Com'- He said the gauges in the of paperwork." 
tenay. Of the 64 people epb convinced him that the The work orders 
aboard, only thres escaped air brake system was revealed only one major 
injury, working properly, brake job sometime before 
The ' 45-passeager ' bus, Before beginning the trip . March, 19~2, but also 
owned by Conmac Stages back dawn the ski hill, he showed that the bus frame 
Ltd. of Victoria, was said, he tried the brakes, had once cracked and was 
carrying students and and the gauges again repaired, and the vehicle 
teachers from Claremont showed the system was had had repeated 
Senior Secondary School working. ' problems with tracking .to 
from a une-day ski outing ENGINE NOISE one side. 
a t  Mount Washington. While driving down the The inquest, which ~s 
Three buses were used to  hill, he said, he estimated expectedtnlasttwowesk~, 
• take the students from his speed by the sound of continueS today. 
Victoria to the base of the the engine. ! 
mountain, but only two Griffith said he was 
were used on the ski hill travelling about 40 n t~ I ! ~n lnawav i 
acceSs road. kilometres an hour when 
Griffith, 20, told a be cametoat ightr ight-  p im-roL'em 
hushed, crowded coroner's hand curve, but when he 
court Wednesday that he touched the brake pedal, 
planned to drive the he heard a blast of air. He TERRACE-- A public 
runaway bus to an area pushed the pedal, to the forum dealing with the 
where he could use soft. floor but the bus only problem of adolescent 
shoulders" on the gravel slowed a bit, then as- runaways will be hem 
road to stop the'vehicle, eelerated, tonight at 7:30 p.m. at ~e 
OTHER OPTIONS "The minute I knew we Skeena Health Un!t 
He said he considered had a runaway I instantly auditorium. 
other options, such as started thinking what to Guest lecturer, Di'. calls legal aid drivingthebnsintoaditeh do." StevenSchofield, from'e , ,  . ,u ; lu '~ '~e " immediately, or crashing On the right side of the University of British 
. ' into the back of another road wasa ditchwith rocks Columbia, will describe 
~: and boulders; on the left, a bow to assess potential 
rst plan in Canada Pr ices  p s,.,,o,. .=...,. .., o.,e...., W 0 "" U . Griffith said he knew adolescent depression. He 
• there were no more bad will also talk about the 
B..sh ,umb,. a t  V S E  eornersleft, and in another adolescent and family 
kilometre was a level area relationship, and provide 
'soon will have one of the worst legal aid the most cost-effective l gal aid systgem VANCOUVER. (CP) -- where the shoulders of the information on in- 
plans in the coantry, Don Silversides, the in the country, and "we spend far less per 
outgoing chairman of the Legal Services case than an~'where else." , tradtnPrices w retodaUP inonheavYthe road were wide and soft. terventiOnconstabletechniqueS.Terry, 
g y He said he passed the Society, said Wednesday. A member of the legal aid society s ~....~ . . . . . .  ~,^.~. ,M.a i. . . . .  . .~....,, ~ 'Pakenham. of the Terrace 
Last weekend, Silversides resigned as  board for 10 years, Silversides aid he will ~="~"" ' f '_  ._. " . '~/" .  .~..a, ~ 0, =w,,  ~ RC'MP detachment saY's,. 
.h.....,~.. ,.~ ,~.= .,.~,=, . . . .  ~.,.,. oa ~ in  a better.~siti,,n*,, f .h ,  for incr=a o~ =xcnange. 'Iotas vozume to mmmetres an nour anu, . . . . . . .  ,. " " " . , " " " '  v" "~ -~,.,~,~. ,-:-~, -,," -,, ..F- - ,,, e..- ,, . ~, ,~" . . . . maz me . ronlem ot 
~'~ntnisterStl~legal aid Systmh, aftt~it~vas ~,;hsgai, ld~funding asa.private citl~wa~d,a,.J~v~_;a'm~.q~ a ,;, r,~467 ~ m~g~l  t~, n.,eg0t~t~.two " " '~v~s l~t l / /~  I~, 
'~' eo~Kply rq/i~"propoded ldgislatinr~.. . ...... statiito~'body.-.- . . . .  .. ......... ;. . . . .  ~"'~" ~'~" ...... advanced,'Ux" msuea .55 declined~Xau~"and~Z . shakingmrta' e.:,:unSand "jumping'Smrma~ ,..,,~'~last yearW~'~'~"~ in  the . . . . .  Terrace 
On Monday, he quit 'as .a director FOILS RULING'. ~ 
because he did not want to "continue He said the bill, which in effect will 116 remained unchanged, sideways," and headed area, due mostly to the 
overseeing the continued cutbacks to the overturn a B.C. Court of Appeal ruling, "is The VSE index stood at straight for the ditch, economic onditions in ~., 
10¢5.96, up 1.09 from CRANKED WHEEL area. legal aid system which I think is really a way to reduce funding." 
inadequate at the present time -- par- : The court ruled that the society is Wednesday's close. He said that if the bus Members of the lmbl[c 
ticularly in the area of family (law)." required to provide legal services to In the industrials, B.C. was going to go into the are invited to attend ancl 
Another.factor, he.aid.in a telephone people who.qualify if their liberty, safety, Resources was unchanged ditch, he wanted it to be  air their views on this 
interview from his Prinee Rupert, B.C.,• health or livehood are in real jeopardy, at $3.65on 270 shares, York broadside, so he stood up subject and make 
legaloffice, was that the senior partner of • Smith said the legislation will allow the Centre Class A was down and cranked the steering suggestions to help solve 
his firm recently was appointed a judge, society to set its own priorities for legal aid % at $7 on 100, and Canlan wheel hard to the left. this family crisis. 
Silversides said that .once the. bill and not the priorities that were'set by the Investment was un- changed at $3.45 on 50. 
I~comes law, the society will no longer courts. ¢- -  e e-  d 
provide legal aid to persons charged with "He is trying to get rid of that minimum On the resource board, CO 
smumarylconviction offences. Maximum level," Silversides aid. International Corona was ~ rn  Pcrents 
penalty upon summary eonvicUon is two ,The whole intent of this hill is to enahle unchanged at $11~A on 
ye~'s less a day in ja i l . .  • the government to get around a court 105,700, International 
He said that the legislation will result in / decision that requires a minimum level of Westward Development Do you have a child at home on tht service." . ~ was up .01 at .58 on 53,505, "Home Study" program? 
a 20-per-cent reduction in thel legal aid He said the current services provided International . Westward 
budget o $14.6 million from $20.4 million barely are adequate and "when these Warrants were up .01 at .17 
last year. . . . . .  Attorney General Brian Smith said current cutscomeintoeffect, we'regoing onResources25,000 Ltd.and wasACher°nun- suspensionlS th s aSfroma school?result of enforced 
to have the worst legal aid plan in Canada changed at .02 on 15,067. 
Wednesday he regrets Silversides' action, and one of the worst in North America." Are you unhappy with the present 
but feels the main reason Silversides is On the development 
leaving is his partner's accession to the " Silversides aid that if the society does board, Pacific Ridge state of your child's education? 
bench, not cut aid for summary conviction cases, Resources was up .O9 at .76 
"He's got a busy law practice in Prince it would eithe~ have to close 13 of the 26 on 43,000, Sea Gold Oil Fight backl 
Rupert; and he's got to get back and start offices around'the province or to drop all 'Corp. was up .03 at $1.08on 
bringing home the bacon," Smith said. family law. ~ 41,500, Austin Resources " 
He said that on a per capita basis and But about 80'per ee`nt of all cases that go Inc.. was unchanged at Phone 
expenditure per criminal Case, British to court are summary conviction, "so $3.10 ~ on 29,500" and 
Columhia is "somewhere in the middle of we've just now said that here is a whole S0 Fairlady Energy Warrants 638-17720r638-1366 
the up l~r part of the country." per cent that ~lon't count at all." • were up .02 at .03 on 20,050. 
Burnaby Brink's conspiracy 
Brink's truck movements on several 
occasions and investigated escape 
routes. 
The only reason they did not carry 
out their plan, the Crown said, is that 
police arrested the group on the 
Squamish Highway, north of Van- 
couver, Jan. 20, 1983, about four 
days before they planned to commit 
the robbery, 
The Crown maintaines the thefts 
of ears and weapons were in 
preparation for the robbery. 
Toy said defence.lawyer Donald 
Crane conceded the group had 
agreed to commit a robbery but 
argued that they had not agreed 
upon the specific robbery cited in the 
charge, a condition ecessary for a 
conviction, 
Crane told court earlier that the 
group had surveyed several other 
stores, including a Sears store in 
.Burnaby, but had made no fnal 
decision on which robbery to 
commit. 
.... 'NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.' (CP) possession of stolen and restricted 
-- A British Columbia' Supreme weapons, along with Hansen. 
Court jury retired Wednesday to The ' ju ry  is also considering 
y in its deliberations today on two charges against Taylor and Hanson 
f five people charged with con- of theft of three automobiles and 
spiring to rob a Brink's guard at'a possession of a stolen pickup truck. 
shopping centre in nearby Burnaby Taylor, Haasen and Stewart are also 
in January 1983. charged with .having about $17,000 
Thejuryofsixmenandsixwomen worth of stolen mountaineering 
will be put into a closed room with equipment, including mobile radios. 
about 30o court exhibits, including 
revolvers, rifles and shotguns, as '¢ In his charge to the jury Wed- 
well as about 1,000 pages of police neaday, Toy summarized Crown 
transcripts of bugged and counsel Jim Jardine's case against 
wiretapped conversations between the group ..and well as defence 
members of the group of five poople:,,•i, ~ airguments.:! .~
Char ed with the robbery con, The wn mat = ,~i.~ Cro ntains members of 
spiracy'are'_ . Brent Taylor,. 27, Ann~ii;~v, the-'~ g ~hii d~ded?p... Jan .3 ,1983 , to rob 
. . .. . . . . .  ; ~ I~ cole . . . . . .  Brat Hansen, 30, Juliet Caroline the. Bri 'S truck at a W o stor~ 
Belmas, 21, and Gerald:~l~.ehard ~/at  [he Burnaby. mall and spent the 
Hannah, 27, all of NeW Westminster next two • ;:"~'~ : ;  ~ weeks fine,tuning their 
Mr. Justice Samuel':Toy directed ~. plan, 
the jury last week to ae¢lult Douglas ~ CASED STORE 
David Stewart, 27, of Vancouyer, on , /. Toy, quoting Jardine, Said the 
the conspiracy charge and a charge group members practised shooting, 
of possession of a stolen pickup cased, out the Woolco store and 
truck, saying there was no evidence 
to support he charges raised during 
the 102-day trial. 
V~NNAH AND Belmas'are being 
dealt with in separate pl;oceedings 
ater this month. 
OTHER CHARGES 
Taylor and Stewart also are 
charged with breaking and entering 
and theft of guns from a Richmond, 
B.C., gun collector's home and with. 
~,IPj~eurn vict!ms and: Red Cross i!1 
OPEN HOUSE 
May3, 4 & 5, 1984 
Enter our Draw for a 
FREE RUST CHECK 
d 
Drop in for 
Free Coffee and Donuts. 
Meet our factory reps on ' 
hand to do demonstrations 
and answer your ~uestions. 
Norm's A uto Refinishing Ltd. 
Quality front wheel drive and unitized body repairs. 
R.R. #3, Kilby Road, Terrace, B.C. (New Remo) VSG 4R6 
Phone (604) 635.3929 •
Make an appointment 
during our open 
house and get ,25,  your rust I I 
RUST CHECK Works on New and Old Cars Alike. Y~u Will Noi Only Like 
the Way It Checks Rust, but you wllll also Like the way it Treats your Car. 
It Is Clean, It Rejuvenates Rubber, It Frees Sticky Window and Do'or 
Mechanisms. For a Low Annual Application Cost RUST CHECK will 
Al'ow you to Drive Your Car many more Years than Until Now as 
Thought Possible. 
635-3929 
KIIby Road New Remo 
I I I  
i i  i 
~.8 ~GAGNON RO ~ ~l~'~ ' 
-~'~,  r-'l NORM'S 
I I  I 
Page 4, The Herald, Thursday, May 3, 1964 
.:i: '~ .('.::.:'.?,;z"i~;'.:'~' " ~' ~' 
Perfect pitch perfect game: 
• .. . : . . . . . .  . 
batten in hurling Chicago' making his first major- . Blue Jays 1 Rangeri6 oulythelrfl~n'(J_ defeatin22 Cleveland into a 6-6 tie, 
to a 3-0 American League league start. A walk to Run Willie Upahaw had three games. :' Mike ,,/F_~sler drove in the winning run 
baseball victo~ over the Kettle, Harold Baines's hits andRanco Muiliniks walkedIntheBostonMxth, witha16th.inningsaerlflce 
Y~nkecs, the team that single, a sacrifice and collected two gift RBls on stole second hnd  scored fly as the Indians snapped 
traded him to the White Scott Fleteher's single bases.l~aded, walks .:as .what turned 0uttoba the' Baltimore's six-game 
Soxin1977. produced the ftrst ran and Toronto handed TeXaS its, decisive run an a single hy Winningstresk.~ 
Iloyt, 29, who struck out the othen scored On a balk eighth lees in nine l~es ; i  Reid NichOls.; . ~ ,., . . . . .  : " t 
eight, wasn't upset hat he . and Rudy Law's single. Toronto had: three rang in': ]Indians 9 ~ ' ~  " " A's"2 ~mgels e
lost a bid for baseball the third inning:0n: three BreokJacoby, who hit a Elghth-innlng solo 
I't was a perfect pitch, 
but it cost LaMarr Hoyt a 
perfect game. 
It came with one out in 
the seventh inning Wed- 
ncsdsy night after Hoyt 
had mowed down the first 
19 New York Yankee 
batters. 
Don Mattingly popped up 
to short left field where 
winds carried theba l l  
beyond diving shortstop 
Jerry Dybzinshi for a fluke 
single, the Yankees' only 
hit and only boserunner. 
Steve Kemp followed 
with a 
immortality. 
"I don't think when you 
throw a one-hit shutout you 
should be disappointed," 
the right-hander said. 
"The chances  of throwing 
a perfect game aren't very 
good." 
double-play The White Sex scored all 
In other AL games, it 
was Toronto Blue Jays 7 
Texas Rangers 8, Boston 
Red Sex 5 Detroit Tigers 4, 
Cleveland Indians 9 
Baltimore Orioles 7 in 16 
innings, Oakland A's 7 
California Angels 6, and 
Minnesota Twins 8 Seattle 
Mariners 6. The Kansas 
haas, two wild.p!tches, two 
"passed biWs b~'Ned Yost -  
and an error. Dave Co!I~s. 
alngletl a,nm borne In: the ~ 
three-rim homer in the - homers by Carney Lan- 
eighth inning , to  .pull sford and Mike Davis off 
rookie Ban Romanick out single mapped k ~6~tle 
and capped Mlime~0ts's 
four.run ~sevenUh:~ 
rally. Hatcher's.: single 
scored Kent Hrbaki:,;@ho 
had four hits and drove In 
three runs. Tom 
Brunansky drove in an 
insurance run with a ninth- 
inning single. 
grounder and Hoyt faced their runs in the second 
the minimum number of 27 inning off. Jose Rile, 18, 
City-Milwaukee game was 
rained out. 
accounted for the tying and 
lead runs as Oakland 
moved past California into 
first place in the AL WcsL 
Davis also drove in what 
proved to be the winning 
run in the ninth with a 
grounder. 
Twins 8 Mariners 6 
Mickey Hatcher's two- 
3m Km 
diagonally opposite the l ibrary 
OFFIC[ MANASEHEHT SERVICES 
SATELLITE VINYL, FABIIC$ 
.CANVAS W0NNS 
FOR Hill[ 
J0h, Deem 510 Bacldm 
Water & sewer lines, trenching 
and much more " 
1110RHILL EXCAVATIM 
635-5347 
Ricehit two-run homers as from behind at home Backman in the fifth and a 
Boston handed the Tigers Wednesday night to  beat solo homer by George 
Chicago ' Cube 4-3 and . Foster In the seventh.' 
- - I . extend" their anbsatm Leading off the ninth, 
National League bas.eball~ : pinch'hitter. Danny Hecp 
streak to six games in one- looped., an oppasite-f ield 
~ run decisions this season:, triple to left' as the ball 
- ,We're not laying, down curled into the outfield 
- -  and playing ' • dead comer after-left fielder 
anymore," said Mets firs( , Gary Matthews missed on 
baseman ... Keith '. Her-" ..:a' diving latch. 
nandez, who knocked in the '. Right-handed reliever 
game-winaing run with a. '. LecSmith, 1-2, than loaded 
bases-loaded saC'flee fly.i"" the" bases on intentional 
with none.out In the bottom ~ "I W~ to ~ C ~  m " and 
of the ninth inning. .... pinch hitter Rusty Staub 
• "We have a~esrn of 25 before Hernandez's fly to 
guys pulling for one" left drove home Heep. 
another. That'a the dif- Elsewhere in the NL it 
terence from last year." was Montreal Expos 3 
Down 3-0 after' the the Philadelphia Phillies 2, St. 
third inning, New York Louis Cardinals 3 Pitt- 
tied the game on Huhie shurgh Pirates. I, Cln- 
• Brooks's .run-seorlng,. cinnati Reds 3 Houston 
ground-rule dsuble..in the. Astros 9., and* San Fran- KERMODE SHAKE ' !" 
Total Business Services 
ImoDuCTORY OFFER 
PHOTO COPIES 10 g each 
AUanta was rained out. 
Expos 3 PhllHes 2 
With Montreal trailing 2- 
1 and with two out in the 
eighth inning, Tim Raincs 
singled and scored when 
Philadelphia third 
baseman Mike Schmidt 
made a throwing error on 
Andre Dawson's grounder. 
Gary Carter then doubled 
in Dawson with a deciding 
run ,  
Cardinsls 3 Pirates 1 
Willie McGhee lined a 
two-run single in the 
Louis over• Pittsburgh, 
loser of five inn row, 
Reds 3 Astros Z '-' 
Dave Parker and 'D~we 
Concepcion singled in ru~ 
In the seventh inning to 
send Cthncimjati to ita 
sixth straight victory. 
GIRnts 4 Dodgers 3 
AI Oliver's pinch-hit 
single in the eighth Inning 
gave San l~andsco ,  the  
win, halting a nine-game 
losing streak -- longest for 
the franchise since 1951 
when it was based In New 
York. 
PCL roundup 
hat  Tops 
Let us repair your old boat op or make you a new 
one or're.cover your seats. 
636-4348 
Terrace ROLAND PUETZ 
125-4/41 • ..:::::.. llilM 
Hall . . . .  . , ,  
Tom, B.C. 
NEW 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on display in Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready tar occupancy 
Energy Efficient & Affordable 
3889 Mu l le r  Ave .  635-9418 
HANDBPLIT RESAWN. CEDAR 8HAKF..8 ' 
,No.I-24", No.2.24" & No.I-18". 
also bundled cedar ktn d l~ 
Bq~ed cedar ~wdwt  . : 
RR4 Robert  Je~ma 
Old Rome Rd. 
• . .ee  638- 9 S; 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
STEVE R. CULLIS 
...... , . '  ,, ".~. ,,.%~.~;~, ~,.~ ~,.~ :i .v .,~,~ ~ ~' 
' " . . . . . .  ~ I~RRAC~ B C 
635-5211 veG4m 
FOR LEASE 
Commerc ia l  o r  Warehouse  Space 
' At  the  corner  of Ke i th ,  Kenney  & Poh le  
--three. units, 1737 sq. ft. each with stere fronts. 
--one unit, 1600 sq. ft. with store front.. 
---one unit,  951 sq. ft., with 14x14 overhead door.  
Call DAVE McI(EOWN 
635-7459. 
fourth, a bases-loaded wild: cisco Giants 4 LOs Angeles 
Hinds offered 
Cowboy 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
'Running back 'Sterling. 
Hinds, a Misoissauga, 
Ont., native who played 
college football at the 
University of Washington; 
has been offered a multi- 
year contract by Dallas 
' Cowboys of the National 
contract 
International :Management 
Group, which represents 
Hinds, says he is seeking a 
salary for Hinds of SS0,000 
to $150,000 from the Argos, 
The most that Canadian 
rookies .have coUected 
from CFL dubs in the past 
was $40,000. Kerr and the 
: Football League., Argos will be talking this 
• '~ / Torant0Angonauts9fthe..~ week~or:uext, . .~, !~ , , . . .  
'llP_.,abadl~ l~obtUall ~gue ~--'" ."Wi~le ~ ' " " l~ l i i~ '  ~w~' 
holdsterritorielCFl;draft overlooked in the NFL 
rights to Ifinds and/after draft, another Cbnadian 
the speedy back was was chosen. 
: passed over in the NFL Defensive lineman 
draft Tuesday, had hoped Michel Bourgnau, a 
to sign him to a contract. Quebec native who at- 
! Hinds says he's seriously tended Boise State 
considering the *,Dallas University and was 
. offer, worth about .$60,000 protected by Ottawa 
• (U.S.) a season. He said he Rough Riders as their 
, was surprised no NFL territorial choice, was 
team selected him In the selected in the llth round 
draft." by. New Orleans Saints. ' 
EUintt Kerr of the 
• . . . . 
ToP]o NOR-BUR , read ings ,  ' ,' 
R.V. REPAIRS Bl'q,,B Jmr  ,' 
~ : • : ~ - n  [\PART$-NEW&UaED . . . .  Including Insurance Claims "~/ '  ~/4~-~"~ ~ ~ 4 ~ r Y  ~/  h " "  i N AT I;n INt~ IL~IOA/U B"  ~ @ i i  i i i ! i i ! i  i 
. ~ .  ~" ' (604)638"1437 ; MRo~t*ar:;~ 'a , ; '  ,'? .Se-~ : 
St. LOUIS 13 12 .520" :1~ 
47S9Hi0hway16West 635-6882 Pittsburgh 7 15 .318 7 
Te,=o. e.c. v~ ~,~ 635 6945 , Wont O*vIoion 
RB ELECTRONICS 
Warranty  Work  On 
Sanyo, F isher ,  Candle,  York ,  Tosh iba ,  
Zeni th ,  L loyds ,  . 
Repa i rs  to al l  makes  of " 
Stereos & T .V . ' s  
6384)775 TERRACE 
DAVID J, DEDILUKE 
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND sUrNEY0~ " 
3305 KENNEY ST#EEL 
TE~I~ACE, BC VaG 3(;3 
638.1449 
• I A t 
Learn the Art of ihe Samvrai 
(O"~1~ All In|trillion bY certlf l ,  blKk 
-~.. bell. 3222 Monroe Street. 
~.'-'~".......~,~.~d~.~. --Will reduce atreoe' 
"- --Will Incrlloe self.conflMnca -.rove..,ao,. .,,...ca 
,% " . ~ - •- ',mil~ ~' Club lMlO¢~No.6X$'vmor6~O~3 
,,,~' '~ ~ ~.-'-.. "- . ' Tund~Y + Frldlya r :301~m'10:00pm 
Ca l l  638,0463 
For information on running your ad in 
directory call 635-635.7 
 ,II Sc pphire 
Heir Design 
For  app01ntment ca l l  - -  
638-1026 
STYLISTS . • - • . , : 
• Sharon C leve- - Joan Pr lnce- -  Sandy'~Thomseh 
4844 I.oen Ave. 
, ~~. . .~ . . . ?~g l t~ l i . -  :~m .m~.  ~i~ 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : "  "i . . . . . . .  " "" 
~ ~ ~ _ , ; . : ~ . .  ~.~. 
iWindshield & Auto Glass ICBC dlaims 
S p e c i a l i s ~  Handled 
Promptly 
| 4 / ) IAKEITH ~ 330ENTERPRISE 
| TERRACE KITIMAT 
J 630.1166 6.12.4741 
the business 
los Angeles 18 9 .667 -- 
• San Diego 16 S .667 ~b 
Cincinnati 12 15.4110 5 
Atlsntr 9 15 .409 6~ 
Houston 8 16 .333 8~ 
• San Francisco 8 17 .320 9 
Wednesday Requite 
;~ New York 4 Chic le 3 
, ,  Montruat 3 Phlledelpbla 3 
Sl. Louis 3 Plttoburgh I 
:: Cincinnati 3 Houaton 2 
, ~ Francisco 4 LOS Atlgeles 
, 3 
Son Ole0o at Atlanta, 10pal., 
rain 
Today's Gamin 
H0uston at Cincinnati ' 
San Biota at Atlnnta N • 
; Frklly U lml l  
• san o I~ it Chlcege N 
., Atlanta at Montreal H , 
L, el Angeles lit Pittsburgh N . 
Houston at NeW York N . 
Cincinnati at Phlledelphlo N . 
San Francisco it  St. L0ull N 
AMERICAN L IAGUI - .  
lest Division 
W L Pet. OIL 
D~rolt 19 3 ,:1kl , 
Toronto IS l0 .~00 S~ 
" Cleveland I1 10 .524 7~a 
Boltlmora I1 14 .440 g~ 
MIlwaukee 9 13 .4:19 9~ 
Boston ~ 10 14 .417 10 
New York I 15 .3441 i1~ 
West DIvisIon 
Olktond 15 11 .577 - - '  
Celltornlo 16' 12 .S71 -- 
Seattle 13 12 .5:10 IV~ 
Minnesota 1| 14'.46:1" 2 
• Kansas CIW 9 1"1 ,&q0 $ 
Ch lcsgo  10 13 .~IS 3~ 
Tex~ 9 16 .360 ' SVa 
• Wednmctoy RSOulto 
Toronto I Toxu 6 
Boaton g ottrolt 4 
Chicago 3 New York 0 
' Onkl~nd 7 Catltornlo,S 
Minnesota I Seattle 6 
Clevei|nd 9 Baltimore 7 (lS 
innings) 
KlnUl City I t  MIIwlukco, 
ppd., rain 
TI(toy'I U lml l  
BoMon I t  Dllrolt , 
KMSOt CIIy~ it.  MIIwIUklt.  
MlnnlMIfl I t  Sllttto N 
FrMly aomH 
Detroit at Cleveland N _ 
Ksnm ClW ill Torofl~ N 
r.~k-.ago at Bo~ofl N 
N,W Yock It Milwaukee N 
Baltimore at Texas N 
Oaklmld I t  Minnesota N 
C811tornll I t  Seattto N 
Sclooclo, LA 42 5 14 .333 
Runs batted in: Carter, Men. 
tr i l l ,  24; Marshall, Los Ang • 
ells, 23; GarVey, Son Diego, 30; 
Wallacb, Montreal, 20. 
Doubles: Carter, MoMresG g; 
• Davis, San Francisco, S; Little, 
Montreal, 7;: Frsncoolb Men. 
treat, 7; Strawberry, Now York, 
7. '* 
Triples: McGee, St. Louis, 4; 
Folly, Cincinnati, 3. 
. Home runs: Marshall, Los 
Ahgalas, 8; Washington, At. 
loots, 7; Brock, Los Angatnlb 6. 
Stolon bi l lS:  Samuel, Philo• 
delphia, IS; Rldus, Cincinnati, 
12. ' 
Pitching (S decisional: Honey- 
cuff, Los Angeles, 4-0, 1.000, 
I.N; Lynch, How York, S-0, 
1.000, 1.09; Hudson, Phlls• 
gelphla, 3.0, 1.000, 3.86; Howk- 
!ns, .San Diego, 3-0, 1.000, 4.U. 
Strlblmuts: Solo, Cincinnati, 
40a RYan, Houston, 39; Vollm. 
lu I l l ,  Los Angolll, 38; OocMen, 
New York, 36. 
laves: Goesage, Son Diego, 
I t  Suitor, St. LOUIs, 7. 
AMaRICAN i . lA IOk  
. AM R H Pet. 
GOrbSy, Dot 4:1 I1 :11 .500 
UpUmw, Tar 8:1 21:1:1 .690 
Trsmmll, Dot ~ :13 33.3S4 
Eagle, MIn 48 9 18.37S 
• Garcla; Tar  101 18 39 .344 
OStlh Tot 115 12 34 .3M 
Davis, 811 71 15 35 ,~:1 
Lanlon, Oat 14 14 29 .345 
Cooper,- MII 70 S :14.3,G 
Sher ld l~ ,  KC  ;O 7 :13 .329  
Rio| barfed In: Murroy~ Bal- 
timore,- 25; Klngman, Oakland, 
26; I~Clnces, Collfornln, 22. 
Doub les :  Boone ,  California,' 
. !0 ;  Bell, ToreMo, 9; Uplbme, 
Torontoo t. 
Trlpla$: RLaw, Chlcogo, 3; 
Sheridan, Kanm City, 3; 1:1 
tied with two. 
Home ~uns: KIngm|n, Oak• 
land, 10; Davis, Seattle, 81 RIp- 
k#n, B anlmore, Ill; KIHle, Chl- 
COgO, T. 
Stolen keels: Butler, Clove. 
land," 13~ Uorula, TomMo# I:11 
Bormlserd, ClovolalM, el. '  ' 
Pitching ($ Secl|tonn): Nine 
tied with 1.000. 
$1rlkeeats: Qlylavon, Clove• 
llmd, 36t Meal1, Seattle, 31; 
Wilt, CoIItol~nla, 31; suIcilffa, 
Ctovetond, :~. 
Savas: Oul|enhorry, Kansas 
CIW, 71 ClUdlll, Olkllfld, S; 
Llmll, TaraMI, S; DlvlL MIn • 
nl lol l ,  41 Stonily, Boston, d. 
Two home runs by Chris 
Clark and another by Pat 
Keedy were more than 
enough to power North 
Division leader Edmonton 
to a 6-2  Pacific Coast 
League baseball victory 
over Tucson Wednesday 
night. 
Elsewhere in the PCL, 
Vancouver swept a 
doubleheader from 
Albuquerque, ~.-1 and 5-1, 
and Salt Lake downed 
Phoanlx 7-4. South Division 
leader, Hawaii edged 
Portland, I-0, in a rain- 
shortened, con~est, w.~e 
gm;e !was: '~cened":Sy, 
rain. 
In Edmonton, Clark 
opened scoring in the first 
inning with a two-run 
homer, bringing in Steve 
Lubratlch from second 
base. 
The Trappers, 15-12, 
added two runs more in the 
second before the Toros, 
14-10, finally scored in the 
fourth to cut Edmonton's 
lead to 4-1. 
Keedy homered in the 
fourth and Tuccon's 
Rueben Rabies answered 
with a solo homer in the 
next inning. 
The Trappers closed 
scoring in the eighth when 
Clark slugged 'his second 
homer of the night. 
Ha,~vail's Benny 
DiStefano drove In Kelly 
Paris with a sacrifice fly in 
the fourth as the Islanders 
edged host Portland in 
their abbreviated game. 
A doubleheader was 
scheduled, but the second 
game is to be made up as 
part of a twin bill tonight. 
In Salt Lake City, third 
baseman Chris Brown's 
throwing error on a 
sacrifice bunt allowed two 
runs to score in theseventh 
as Salt Lake rallied for its 
victory over Phoenix. 
Doug Leman hit his eighth 
home run of the season to 
decide the first game and 
Andy Beene and ROy 
Scarage combined on a 
five-hitter In the second as 
Vancouver Canadians 
swept Albuquerque Dukes 
in a Pacific Coast League 
baseball doubleheader 
Wednesday night. 
PCL 
standings 
North Dlvlilod 
;*'W b POt. Gab 
• Edmonton t$ 12".556 
Vancouver .11 12 .470 2' ' 
Tacoma 10 12 ,4~ 21/i 
Salt Lake 10 13 ,435 3 
Portland 8 15 ,3~I '~: '  
Seullt Division 
Hawaii 16 9 A40 - -  
TUCSOn 14 10 ,583 IVa 
Les Ve0as 14 10 ,M3 1~ 
AIbuquerClUo 13 12 .520 S 
Phoenix . 9 15 ,391 6~ 
Wndnesdoy ,8 EtSlHto 
Vancouver 2.5 Albuquerque 1- ! 
LOS Vegeo s t  Tacoma, CSfl- 
Coiled, rain 
Hawaii 1. Porfl|nd O (6 In- 
nlnge, rain) 
Edmomn 6 Tucson 2 
Salt Lake 7 Pholnlx 4 
TOCMy'o Games  
AIblJq~rque ot Vmlcoover 
Hawaii at' Portloncl 
Tuccon i t  Edmonton 
Phoenix at Salt Lake 
Leman homered off le|t-' 
hander Rick Rodss, 2-2, to 
break a 1-1tie in the fourth 
Inning as the canadians 
took the opener 2-1. Tom 
Candiotti scattered ~e~ht 
hits to pitch the Canadians 
first complete game of the 
season .  
In the second game, .the 
Canadians gave Beene, l-l, 
all the support he neededin 
the second inning by  
sending 11 men to the plate 
and scoring five times to 
hand the Dukes their 
fourth loss in a row, 5-1, 
It wv, s ..... the ' ;;Lx~ 
doublheader and the 
second Sweep of'the'seasbn 
for the Canadians In their 
first 23 games. They have 
been swept once and split 
the other twin bills wlflch 
were forced upon them 
because of poor weather. 
Candiotti, 3-1, walked 
two and struck out three in 
the first game. The Dukes' 
only run came In the 
second inning When R. J. 
Reynolds doubled and 
scored on a single by Ed 
Amelung. 
The Canadians tied it i n  
the third when Ran 
Koenigsfald walked, Eric 
Peyton was safe on an 
infield hit when the Dukes 
failed to cover first base on 
his sacrifice bunt attempt, 
Frankie Thomas sun- 
cessfully sacrificed and 
Marshall Edwards 
produced an P~I groun- 
deut. 
The Canadians, outhit 8-4 
in the first game, had 11 
hits in the second -- but 
only one for extra bases, ~ 
and RBI double by Dan 
Davidsmeier during the 
second inning when they 
eaehiered starter Larry 
White, 3-3, who yielded all 
five runs on six hits in the,l 
2-3 innings he lasted. 
Linescore 
First Game 
'Albuqurque 001 000 0'-- 1 8 
I 
• Vancouver 001 100 x - '  2 4 0 
Bodas (2-2) and Fimple; 
Candiotti (3-1) and Nelson. 
HE--Vancouver, Leman, 
8. T--1:56, 
Second Game 
Albuqurque 000 001 0 -- 1 5 
1, 
Vancouver O50 000 x -- 5 11 
0 
Rose 
injured 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) 
- -  Outfielder Pete Rose of 
Montreal Expos was out of 
~e, ; ,~ational League 
.o.a~oall: ~team's l ineup 
w e ay n ht against 
rnuadelplda ' P Ida lies 
because of a bone bruise on 
his left heel. 
Rose, Who Is hitting ,281, 
Injured the heel Tunny  
night when he leaped 
against he fence In the 
seventh inning trying to 
spear a home run by Slxto 
Lezcano. 
Montreal manager .Bill 
Virdon said Rose will be 
examined again Frklay to 
see If he can play., 
business directory. 
M ets don't play dead sixth.. " .... .~:~. • the " " ~ '  , ' .  " 
Roe Sos s Tigers 4 " ' "!. " 
Dwight Evans and Jint~- New York Mess came pitch that scored Wally Dodgers 3. San Diego at seventh inning to lifti//~t. 
Girl 's minor softball is in full swing and so is No-See. 
urns batter Cindy Olson. 'Str lkei '  says umpire Dale 
Anweiler as Bobby's Angels catcher Tammy Clarabut 
• picks up the ball. The teams are competitors in the 
gir ls '  mosquito  division of the local softball league. 
The~'HeraM, ,Thursday, May 3, 198~, Pages 
Wayne Lucas bucks 
derby  t rad i t ion  - 
I~OUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Chris McCarron has the impressive triumph in the. 
-- When Landaluce, the mount on Althea, who likes Derby Trial and woul d 
1982 two-year-old filly to stay close to the pace, point for the May 19 
champion of the United while Den Brumfleld will Preakness, the second le~ 
States, died of a rare .ride Life's Magic, whose of thoroughbred racing's 
disease, trainer Wayne style is coming from Triple Crown. 
Lulms thought he'd never behind. Stephens ~also said the 
have another one like her. The Derby also will have Preakness was not in" 
"I was thinking Derby only its fourth woman Swale's plans, regardless. 
all the way with her," trainer and its second of his finish in'the Derby. 
Lukas recalled Wed- female jockey'. Laffit Pincay has the 
nesday. "It was Dianne Carpenter trains Derby mount. 
devastating." and owns Biloxi Indian, In his most recent start,: 
Landaluce, unbeaten in runnerup !ast S~turday in Swale finished second by 
five starts, died in the Derby Trial. Patt i  eight lengths to He Is 
November 1982. Cookery, the first woman Great Deal in the 
The California-based rider since Diane Crump in Lexington Stakes, but: 
Lukas will be bucking 1970, has the mount on SO Stephens blamed the 
tradition Saturday when he Vague. setback on the sloppy 
sends the filly entry of Woody Stephens, 70,~the Keeneland track. 
Althea and Life's Magic as Hall of Fame trainer, 
part of an expected field of hopes to be out of his Eddie Dalahoussaye,~ 
20 -- the rest males -- in hospital bed to saddle who has the mount on Gate 
the $250,000-added Derby Swale, owned by Claiberne, Dancer, third-place 
at Churchill Downs. Farm. ' finisher" in the Arkansas 
Only 3Z fililes have run in Stephens is being treated Derby, will attempt to' 
the 109 previous Derbies for pneumonia, but visited become the first jockey to 
and only two have won -- "the track briefly Tuesday win • three conseeutlve 
Regret as the favorite in to announce Devil's Bag Derbies. He won abeard~ 
1915 and Genuine Risk in would skip the Derby Gato Del Sel in 1982 and~ 
1980. The last filly to go in because of his less than Sunny's Halo last year. i: 
the Derby was Cupocoy's ;~ 
Joy, the 10th-place finisher :" 
Woody Other three-year-olds 
expected to be entered ! 
today for the race are Fall Steph 
• .a,...,o.', ens  ' Special, At The Threshold, ;: 
• . NBA p layof fs  Rear Hunt, Secret Prince, i: ,,. ai a GateDancer, SflentKing, 
• __  Circle, Rexson's Hope, Larr rd scores c reer high oax Me Chad, Pin  busy man, , ; 
. ,. Bedouin, Biloxi indian, LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) her-- Lucky Lucky Lucky'! 
, . Raja's Shark, So Vagne, 
Larry Bird scored a 'defeated New York Knleks National Basketball Bird scored 2t of built a 75-60 lead. Vanlandingham, Fight --  Trainer Woody Stephens and Enumerating. c 
career playoff high 37 116-10~ Wednesday night Association playoff, while Boston's first 43 points in AdrienDanileyscored26 Over and Majestic Shore. will try today to win his Miss Oceana, ridden by~ 
points as Boston Celtics and took a 2-0 lead in their Phoenix Sans evened their the opening 13:50 of the points and Darrell Griffith SENTIMENTAL BET sixth Kentucky Oaks with Eddie Maple, won five of~ 
series against .Utah Jazz game. The Celilcsled 43-31 22 for Utah. Lukus said his entry Miss Oceans --  the day six starts last year when~ 
' with a !02-97 triumph at that point. In games Tuesday night, could go off as the. sen-' before he tries to win his shechallengedforthetwo-!~ 
Milwaukee Bucks topped timental favorite because second Kentucky Derby year-old filly cbam-.~ behind Walter Davis's 28 pionship, won by Althea. "-por5 t t - -o t - s  ""  . , oe= got 17 points NewJersey Nets .94,  "every housewife in  with Swale. . . from forward Mauriee tying their Eastern Con- America who's betting will Miss Oceana, owned by The loss came in the:: 
A key, Lo the Boston Lucas and 16 from forward + ference semifinal series 1- put $2 on her." Newstead Farm, will meet seven-furlong Matron on i~ 
vietory was holding Knicks Larry Nance as they 1, and Los Angeles Lakers Swale, the six-time five other three-year-old Sept. 24 at New York's:." 
. . . . . . . .  forward Bernard King to outshot Utah 15-4 to take a downed Dallas Mavericks stakes winner, including fillies in  the l~-mile, Belmont Park where she .: 
I 13 points. King averaged 15-point lead late fin the 117-101 totake a 2-0 lead in the Florida Derby, and $1S0,000-added Oaks. finished second by three- :. 
• 42.6 in New York's five- third quarter. The Jazz their Western Conference Taylor's Special, the Her main rival appears quarters of a length to 
NEW YORK (AP) -- KINGSTON (Router) --  game series with Detroit shot just 27 per cent in the L semifinal series. Louisiana Derby and Blue to be My Darling One, Lucky Lucky Lucky. She 
' Pistons,but has been held third quarter and went  Milwaukee is at New Grass winner, figuretobe although she wiil be facing then beat Lucky Lucky 
Jack Morris, whose no- West Indies completed a to 39 total in the first two scoreless for more than Jersey in the lone game the other leading con- two fillies who have beaten Lucky in the one-mile 
hitter was the highlight of 10-wicket triumph over ,~ 
"Detroit Tigers' brilliant Australia in the fifth and games against he Celtics. four minutes as the Stms tonight, tenders in the l~/4-mile 
'start, and teammate Alan final cricket test Wed- , . classic. ~ q ~ . , ~  J 
Trkmmell, who hit ; .  in nesdsy te take the series 3- PGA s e n i o r s  t o u r  a n  Altheaisthestrenger , 
April, have been named 0. half of Lukan's entry, 
the American League's : having beaten colts three 
pltcher and player of the After dismissing the m '" mss--en ,t o f  r i ches  o= o, ,o. times. The " daughter of Alydar is the 
biggest money winner in month, respectively, visitors 'for 160 in their . :~" ~ the fi ld with ear ings of
' l~i~'*~w~ * ofS~m ~Jego .~;r~'s"Ji~t' JJef~e l~n.  CARLSBAD, Calif. (AP) Wadkins, winner of this; off as well as it has," he $1.2 million. 
Padres, who leads the Australia, 135 for seven -- From a scrambling, title the last two years, said. "Now, we're getting Owned by David Aykroyd, Helen Alexander National League in batting overnight, kept the West scratching start, a fight for head a record field of 36 too.many. 
avei'nge, hits and on-base Indies in the field for only existence, the Professional chasing $400,000 in prize "We're gonna have to and Helen Groves, Althea 
percentage, has been" 68 minutes. Golfers' Association money "in the premier start shuckin' and cullin', has wo n eight of 13 career ...... • _ 
named that league's - -  seniors tour is developing event. It's just too many. starts --  the last a seven- ' length triumph in the April i 
player of the month and Rick Honeycutt of Los PARIS (AP) --  Juan an embarrassm~t of January and nineothers "This one, though, we riches. ~, are competing in the first ~¢ant. This is a good ad- 21 Arkansas Derby. 
Anges Dodgers, who was 4- Antonio Samaranch of "We've got ~6 tour- S~niors Tournament of dition. This is something "Don't consider her as a 
0 wth a 1:38 earned-run Spain, president of the namento this year and Champians, with a purse of we ought o have." filly," said Lulms. "Just 
average, was the top International Olympic we're looking at about 30 $100,000. . consider her as a race 
pither. Committee, said Wed- next year," veteran Den "At the start, when we PALMER, OF COURSE horse," . 
nenday the Soviet Olympic January said before teeing were just getting us- He is joined by Arnold Life's Magic, owned by 
Also nominated for. the Committee and the off today in.the first round derway, we were taking Palmer, Miller Barber, Gone Klein, owner of the 
pitcher's award were Dave organizing committee for of the Son'Ors Tournament anything and everything Billy Casper, BOb Goalby, National Football 
Stieb of Toronto Blue Jays the Los Angeles Summer of Champions, a new entry we could' get,*' said Dan Sikes, Bill Collins, League's * San Diego 
and Mike Caldweli of' Olympics had removed for the over-50 set that is January, a prime mover Rod Funsoth, Doug San- Chargers, and M.E. 
Milwaukee Brewers. "all the clouds" that'hung being played concurl"ently and principal beneficiary ders and Orville Moody in Hatley, is winless in three ~. 
over the Games.  and in connection With the of the seniors tour which the seniors bracket, starts this year. The 
Others cited for player-. In a speech' to' the Tournament of Cham- han come into being only in r 'loin Watson, a five-time daughter of Cox's Ridge ~! 
of-the-month onors were International Association pinna, which brings the last few years. January and current British Open posted two wins and four 
Toronto's Damaso Garcia of Sports Journalists, together, winners of has won nine senior titles champion, U.S. Open title- seconds in seven starts as 
end Willie Upshaw, Cal ' Samaranch said he based regular PGA tour titles in the last 2½ seasons and holder Larry Nelson and a two-year-old. 
Ripken of Haltimore his optimism on a recent from the last 12 months, leads the seniors in money PGA king Hal Sutton join The fillies carry 121~ 
Orioles, Run Kltile of meeting of the two corn- New Masters champion winnings this year. Crenshaw and Wadkins as pounds in the Derby, five 
Chicago, Dave Kingm~m of mittees, called to consider Ben Crenshaw and Lanny "I 'm surprised it's taken the leading contenders in less than the colts. 
Oakland A's and rookie Soviet complaints about the regular tour event. 
Alvin Davis, of Seattle the .LO~ Angelee N edo ,m.ansky  sues  In ad(~iti°n to Crenshaw ~ ~  
Mariners. arrangements. But he did and Watson, the other A 
not elaborate, nor did he Morton Greenglass, mulflple winners in the last 14 i 
answer any questions'. TORONTO (cP) - -  whether he thought Lind- 12months are Jim Colbert, LUNCH[0H 
MILWAUKEE (AP) -- Hockey agent Bill Watters, say understood the ira- Cal Porte, Mark 
Third baseman Paul The Soviet •Union still who negotiated a contract, pHeations, Wetters said: McCumber, Gary Koch ": 
Molitor of Milwaukee has not formally an- between Czechoslovakian "I had insisted from Day and Fred Couples, the TPC TREAT " 
Brewers was placed on the nouseed Its participation forward Vaclav One that the minor league champion and leading 
15-day disabled list in the Los Angeles Games, Nedamansky aedlgeneral contract be for the same money winner who is 
Wednesday, the American r sayingonlyit willtake Pert manager Ted Lindsay of money as the major league pearancemaking his.in thisfirst tour-aP" | t  th0 i 
Leagueannounced.baseball t am observed."'ff OlympiCTherUleSdeadlineare D troit Red Wings, says one. It coUld be Mr. Lind- nament. 
the ,dealings may have say didn't understand what 
for announcing par-beenoverLindsay,shead, that msant, lmighthave Other rookiesareLarry GRAND TRUNK 
Molitor has been tieipati0n is June 2. Wetters, who at the time been talking ~ about Mize, Nick Price of South RESTAUU  
troubled by an elbow in- was vice-president of something over Lindsay's Africa, Pat Lindsey, Mark ' i 
jury since spring training. Sports Management Ltd., head, but since he was Lye, Rex Caldwell, Ronnie Bored of the same 'old' lunch? 
• a company owned by general manager I Black, David Edwards, 
His roster position was lawyer Alan Engleson, assumed he knew." Bob Eastwood, Nick Faldo Try  oneof  our 
taken by outfielder Bobby "bld the Ontario Supreme Details of the deal in- of England and Curry 
Clark, who had been on the = Court on Wednsedayy that cluded a five-year playing Pavia. Dai ly  L~ch .p ,  : _~Btec~a~e 
disabled list with a pulled T(  ns•ctions he and Lindaay agreed to a package at a salary of 
hamstring March 27. 15-year contract for $250,500 a year, plus an Also on hand are David for 
Nedomanskyin July 1979, option year, a five-year Graham ofAustralla, flale (Including =,  $ ,  on 
but Wings' management package an a scout starting Irwin, Save Ballesteros of & d,s~rt)  under v • v v  
EDINBURGH (Router) • . refused to sign it seven at a salary of $60,000 and Spain, Morris Hatalsky, 
'" ' months later, increasing to $100,000 in Danny Edwards, John 
--ScottishAberdeensoccerCapturedcham'the Arn*rlcanSASmSAUL uO Nedomansky, who the final year and a five- Cook, Wayne Levi, Curtis 
pionship for the second M,weukee Sr .n  place ~lrd retired from hockey last year  consulting job, Strange, Fuzzy Zoeller, Mondw thru Friday 1 lam - 2pro 
time in four years Wed- d,~bl~Umm~ .... PaUl, ~ l~r .  r ~ On ~:lS'daY year, is suing Eagleson starting at $50,050 and Payne Stewart, John 
/.,' i'L;~'CI:/: , ,? ,  ' than $1 million, claiming final season. Jack Penner, Bruce . beat Hearts 1-0. "~ ~ "~ 
Se.onelLm~ ~,  negflgence and breach of Wetters said 
The victory went a;iong st ,.Wls ca~lnol, sloe p,c,ar ' Lietzke, Tom Kite and 
way toward burying the Andy Henle~ and a~|~, him to contract. Nedomansky turned down Andy Bean. 
,Arkan"| Of the Texas Lsagt~e. Watters said he , and a throe-year, $1-miliion 
disappointment Of Abet. : ,' . .... Lindsay agreed to a deal with New York 
deen's surprisedefeat in'l FoOTaA.,. L i ' • contract which precluded a Rangers in 1979 to sign " 
the European Cup, Wir ier /  cI.L . "buy out" clause, so that if with Detroit. 
Cup by Porto of PortugaJ , T.rmaa XrWnmm sign dei~msSve the Red Wings wanted to backs Carl Brezley, 6111 Jackson "The  security and 
last week. and cancel Nedomansky's langeUvity of the Detroit 
Hearts produced one of' Domv~ Re,. contract hey would have offer was the deciding 
Its best performnnces of USFL . ' to pay him its full value -- factor," he said. 
the sensen, but Aberdeen Arlsone Wrenltm t'e0o two $250,000 a year .  The Red Wings picked up 
are. picks Io Sen ~U~o~ Oun- Watters aid the deal got a $130,050 debt ' on stole the points with a Glst- =l l . . . r ,  ,or ...bomestyle cooking at reasonable prices... 
minute effort from the rl~ts to ~tonslve back Don around . the buy-out Nedomansky's contract 
fullback Stewart ,owe. co~,,,nn~ n h*, ,,,nlno. provision because Llndsay ;#ith Birmingham Bulls of Grand Trunk Restaurant 
The win put Aberdeen NAsL|OCCM'R Nedomansky a major- Association and had also 
beyond the reach of Chlcep Slinl ,iOn forward' league salary even if he agreedto, a$100,0O0signing 4702 Lakelse Avenue 
nearest challengers CeIUc senln.o, was sent to the minors, bonus, Watters aid. 
M,SL When asked by Licensed Premises andformer  champions Pha.nlx Pride hires Spire The case continues 
Dundee United. PapMhanasakls .~ coach. Nedomansky's laywer. Monday. 
• =t  . 
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HAGARIho  HORRIBLE ' i ' - / '  ~+~+b Dick rowno :r;/ ~ ~ ' 
" " HOROSCOPE"  ACROSS 40.Comfort 3 River 21Moslem 
1Bookpage 42 Self islond mngL~rate 
5 Actor Ames 43 Chorus aid 4 ConsUtuent 2~ Aking of 
. MAY11,1~4 club~ 49 Wordin Mark g Besehall's 23 Semersault 
" "~ ) ARIES 12 Samoan 15:34 Slaushter 24 "Rule, 
, (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) seaport 50 Isles noted 7 Hockey star Britannia" 
' ,There's plentyto upset you 19 Set of nest- forsweators sGrandmotber compo~r, 
- now, Part~em havedlificulty edboxes II Tbemm of Hlawatha 26 Pompanos 
14 Nigerian 5Z Author 9 Norway kin agreeing about "money ques- 27--dedeux 
flons. Try to avoid c0m~onta- 15 Farmtool George ~pruce " 
• " 17" --Young" 53 Anagram 10--hen Adbem 26 Merit 
ANIMAL CRAKER • by-Roger Bolion TAUaUsU°ns' " " (NatKlng of Anna 11 Tieup .~gBudgetltem 
• + . . (Apr. 20toMay20) ~Y~ Cole hit) DOWN the boat 31 Mexican 
I~ C)~ ~ - - " ~ ~  ~ . . . .  A loved one is in an indepen. 19Makeslaco IRacemdt 19--Solo, Of blankets 
dent mood and requires aCer- 19 Happen . ~ Lamp "StarWars" 34 D.C. denizen 
l /~  T I~O~ L~ POIP~T~ . tain .amount offreedom. Work Zl Table bird ornament ZOContainer 35Surgicul. 
Ii'~1 TH~'CC~ I/~TO I - agitations requlre you to he on . Z4Orlentol Avg.soluttonttme:~5mlnutes. ool 
E~ L IF~- '  yourto~. ,~+ • ~ . nanny. AIBIE )m R/~IEn~IA~LIAJ 31Tree 
GEMIN I . .+ .  .~' .M~m S ~ L ~ =large 
(May 21 to June ~0) prince ~ parrots 
.You'll try to work oft steam ~ Runner !~ nRIAINIGIEISI 39 Exchange 
in a mad.dash for pleasure. 30 Period AIG E i~IA N E premium 
Escal~lst., tendencies~ are 31Readq BIAI~ iANTRUI I~ 40Kindof 
strong. Indiscreet behavior 32 ,,lq~mw~-" ~ lS l  IOlTlSiVl l  IAI jacket 
• inn'tdesirable. (Fteldfilm) "~ ~ 4441seurlabor org.
! ~  FIAIC ;iPIAIL~ 45 Author CANCER . e~ = ;~.a hL, d 
' (June21toJu]y22) AILI/= q i  ALFMAISJ~J Levin 
Yoa may meet with rivalry 3~L~ve RIAIL -ms 'REEB I INIE~ ~Glveabad 
in love. A child may bite off ~/C~mmoncon- MII IL )n  ; IP IAIAN YIA~ review 
more than can be handled, traction 1-24 47 Spanish 
Don't " neglect •domestic 38Iota 
SHOE by Jeff MACNelIy re~nsibm,,, foUower Amwertoyeste~y'spuzz~e. queen 
• ~o ~ , ~ . ml~+ , + ~ ,o .  
• " (July 23toAug. 22) ...... 
~{(0~'~,~ ~ ) i ~  . I t &~='~' lT~ F - - - -  ' tempered with a family i ;+-  Bi7  
~ - - ~ ~  "~"  " .~'~+~%+ O ' A ~ ' ~ ~  work offorts. Slow down. Do 12 o 
" +-= = I I m m ++i I I • . Cutyourlosses. Don'tthrow __~__'~-- 27 ++-+.  - -  , .  
,+r  +.  = I I I I + + 
~' - -  ~. ~ argumentative. You needn't 3o 
. ~ . ~ ~  get hat way. 13 + : . .r . . . .  ++ . . . . . .  I 
, , (Sept. 23 toOct. 22) , ~37 
~~,~=. . . .  ~ Avoid hasty financial  m=l I I I I 
,v,u ~'~" '~, '<m " "  .... t "~Plr~ .,4/ ~ ~ moves.Yournaturalabllltyto. ' ........... 
ed today. Watch daydream- 47. .... BROOM-HILDA by Russell Myers ~.  +.: I I 145 45 47 
SCORPIO. . • " '+' W U 149 5o I 
6PEAKINg. WE'RE OSdER ~_ I THe. ~RAND f ~ J  xou pride yourseu on your, 5+ l~ Im I ~53 
:THe. ROCK~/ MOUNT~, IN~ uon is admirable, nuc a mt- 
~ _ ~ ( ~  I <'~--------7"--~ . -va -  .+ ferent act may be necessary 
/~-~ - - " sAerrr~uus ~ - - - - -  
I ~ J~ // importantclmnges. Youmay DJ FYDX'KHDN AYN XEE YOIXNKO. 
, .~ + now: Don't let others take ad- Yesterday's Cryptequfp -- PRINCIPLED ~APE ARTIST 
:~ +.. "+t C~WRI I~  " :'" ' ~' :  " '~: ' +'-+ '", . . . . . . . . . . . .  ._ . + I~. . . .2 ,  ~ .  . -..,;. T~ (,~'yp~Ip.clue:HequulsN. 
"' " " " ' " ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " '"~ ' + " You're indecisive no+v.Put ' ~ ~ is a simple sulmtitutlou dphar In whlch each 
: off important questions until letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN by  a lan  Leo  you're more certain of the will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, hort words, 
:: right course of action, and words using an apostrophe can give you dues to locat/n~ 
r J-~/~e ~m ~T~ ~p~,.+,~you ~I~AN ~" IT~ ~e we~-~mN~e~/~ tP~u Hm~m~/~/~tJ l l i l lF uom'~'~ AQUARnJS vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
OAgy~./~/~ em-r-r-/.~ wHY~Hm I~u~oN'~ H~A~e~O~zTH= ~f~Jh=l  m:~'mmH=~CT+.~N~IN ~1111/ WOm~' ,  (Jan.20toFeb.18) 
~.//z~/~/e,,. c~c+vc~'rm~gJ~mNc~vw~+of, u,~ ReWARIT/, ~ ~ ~SI  I+~C~/"~=:~R-m#W IIII~U'CL ~el" Be cereful not to take offico 
"~ ~ ,  .~ .+~::~ ....... eUN I problems home with you. Be 
c ~ M ~ , ~ ' ~  I. m:~m v~e ~ -  .4 ] l l J~oNe~W/  sure of reservations if travel- HEATHCLIFF 
~l { ::. , ins. A career move is subject . . . .  _ . . . . .  
~, t+ " " tochange. ... 
+ ,++ - + + .++++ - ++ ~) (Feb. 19toMar.20) Don't let others goad you in- " //' " -/':~ 
~' iSiS++:•..• to argument. You could get+. f ~ ,  
+ the wrong advice, about, a t ! 
i! meat. YOU 'BORN TODAY ate 
~ ~/ .~ '~ ! Y~ ~ more ~.t~e~en~ U. the i ... ,~.., ~ .  - ~ ~  • "" 
typical member of your sign.. 
Though practical, you're . . . .  
B.C. by Johnny Hart h igh ly  idea l i s t i c .  
I work In a store that 
• sells on ly  women's  shoes 
and boots. 
It was  my turn ~ 'ap .  
:proacb the next  cUSps ~ 
or, so I s teppes  sorw 
to wSJt on a woman who - 
had  come in w i th  her -" ' ' - -  
husband. . 
When I brought  the  
' shoes, her  husband, said, 
F ' '  ' , , i ' I I  f i t  . these .  He OR BETTER or FOR WORSE by Lynn Johnston u. . ,~  down in frontof 
, . - -  : ' " " ' - " i~+v~q~t'e/uld she tried on 
"T' I~/I~ C .~ ' the various pairs o, NIHNAN , . . . .  . _ l l . o ~  / -  :--. ~ O ~ ~ 1 ~  ~HO --- ~s. , l lne  woman walk- .. 
mvm~/E~c~/s GONE. I I '~ . rT , , _ 'm'~, ; ; ' ;~"  ' I II / /  ( GIVF=.'IP~H,-CI:~I LIVE LONI =-.R. J'| , ed around, comenung ' ' ' " 
tT~ ~ + ~  I~ ' " - -~;~T+,  I !1 // ~ ~ . _ + _ _ _ . ~  | t T ~  OV~ I~LK~I~D V. + °nthe/fl~tla~n~leI said, 
. don't mind ~o~g It." The 
, eront  tone, "I have been ., 
lltthng my wife's shoes 
I B ~ M ~ I I ~ M ~ V + ~ , ~ k ~ P + ~  + "~"=I . . .~  f f  %'~h,~'l@.,~a,.,..i " r for ~ Y~'  WOHM ~OU 
l + ~ m l  / " ~ ,  l ~ V ~ ~  ~ ~  . . +++ ' wnerer"Profertlmtl mild "No,"We wentand step-eme" 
• " " ' . They decided on three 
palrs,gove me $164 and I
+'~ ' boxed the shoes. The 
manager imForm~ me 
' after.they le.ft that s 
wouta not  receive a com- 
• miss ion on the sale be- 
the WIZARD of ID', by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart ~ cause the husband had ~ "done all the work." 
I need  an unbiased 
eept your word  as linen. 
~ ~L47AI ;~Y~ I ~ IT wag I entitled to the , + , .  +++o._ o r . : -  
[ ,~  ,~ supervised the fitting, 
which took time and pro- 
| ~'d~ ' ~  eluded'you from serving 
• others; You also boxed =M 
the shoes and rang up the 
,le. "You look like a man with 
Even though the h=- the minimum daily requirement 
band put the shoes on his 
wife's feet, you were o f  intelligence. Where can I 
~ ~1~ entitledslon, to the commm- find a book. on self-confidence?,, 
'i 
v+ 
t , i 
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[L,ke a ,,,, but :+, Now aging and  trail, !:i 
WYORK(AP) - -ABC'sThe avt r t~m0Vab le0b jec t ,  " : eeremoni",r ite~."'  . . . . . .  ~ - -  ~ ' • ' " ~  ' ' V V y L 
Last Days of Pompeliis aSpaghetti WORM):~F~.DREAM8 . "" l~e thinks Pompeii's magistrate, 
serial, a Roman Dallas, complete "Wh~'a.wdrld o'f dreams is this " the liberal,minded Quintus PHNOM PENH,. paviliion to help preserve depiet a story with herded Into the courf- 
Pompeii where each one strives to (Anthony Quayle), is too soft; so he' Cambodia (AP) --  In the what has been called the movements of hands, hips tryside. Thousands died it/ with lust, betrayal, fraud and 
hypocrisy. But this toga party is no 
difflmug~. We know in tho end 
that Moant Vesuvius will blow Its 
dtack and-' bury Pompefl's 
depraved Citizens. 
The miniseries will have a three- 
be what is:not," says the dwarf, enlists the soeial-ellmbing mar- 
Phllm,!(George Claydnn), Pom- chant, Dtomed, to run  against 
pofl's resident philosopher. Quintus. : :~.;~:-.:' 
0nteslave did buyhis freedom by BEST ROLE 
becoming the heavyweight Ned Boatty, as D/omed t provldes 
champion of the gladiators' in- the mlniseries' only comic relief, 
and he's clearly the best thing 
about Pompeii. Dl0med could be 
one terrific sltc0m character, sort 
of a rich, blond-thh*sty Arehle 
Bunker. 
Beatty, one of. America's best 
and meat versetlie actors, Imows. 
how to have fun with .him -- 
whether he's woebegone because 
his daughter won't do his political 
bidding and.marry the ever- 
popular Olnunus; or he's engaging 
In some public une-up~nanshl p 
~th  Quintus. .. 
Besides Beatty, thepreduction's 
other clase'+act Is'Sir Laurence 
Ollvier. His role i se  mere con- 
trivlmce, but he gets the mostout 
ef it-with his multlfacoted, ex-  
preseions'an.d emoUons. 
Gerber, known for the urban 
reality he created in Police S ~ ,  1 
killing the outlawed Christians. His does convey a sans~ of  life inside 
view of the people feeds his. the ancient cry by ~ooting on 
hypocrisy and corruption. "The location from the actual remains of 
people must be blinded for their Pompeii's amphitheatre and at a 
own good," he says. "They don't constructed city at the Pinewood 
want he tr.th. They want oracles, Studios in England. 
hou~ episode Sunday ntght and two- famous sword games. Lydon 
ho~ *L  instalments Monday and (Dunean" Re~ehr) is a massive 
Tuesday, computing directly with physical specimen, So he gets to 
NIBC's six-hour mlnisories V: The play most of tho movie In his 
FinalBattle. " briefs. He's a reluctant killer. 
• With a script by Carmen Culver 
(The Thorn Birds), based Icose]y 
on 'a  novel by Edward Bulwer 
Lytton, and gnidanee from 
executive producer David Gerber 
(George Washington), Pompeii 
sometimes ance~ at being more 
seri0us than mere first-century 
trash. 
But it focuses on soveral .in- 
eredlble and shallow love 
relationships/rod is too convoluted 
and uninteresting to keep 
anybody's interest.' 
• While Rome is the seat of power 
for the Roman .Empire, the 
south~.rn port of Pompeii, in. the 
year. 79 A.D., is its play~reund. ' 
There the nobility lolls around by 
day, goes to wild parties by night 
and screams for the blood of fallen 
warriors, and Christians during 
weekends. 
In. Pompeii, daso, which is 
worshipped as much as the goda, is 
Yes, indeed, there" is a bulging 
heart .under Lydon's pectorals. 
He's in '10ve with a blind s~ave 
named Nydia (Linda Purl), who, 
alas, is in love with the wealthy 
Greek, .Glaucus (Nicholas Gay), 
who, alas, is in love ..wish,the 
beautiful Ione (Olivia Hussey), 
who, aids,, has spurned him and is 
toyingwith llie idea of becoming a 
high p/'testoss to Arbacea (Franco 
Nero), a.dastardly," P0wei'-htmgry 
religious cultist in P0mpoil.. 
All !of this background is 
necessary, because the plot is often 
tough to follow. 
Arbacos!s platform to gain 
power and riches is based on 
Near-see'th rou g h costumes 
r in  daring ballet premiere 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  Wolf- The best laugh of the 
whistles and lewd shrieks night was the hilarious 
of delight greeted the Mating Song in  which 
National Ballet 'of Araniia Sohelhorn and 
Canada's world premiere David Nixon broke the 
of Oiseaux ExoUques, tradition of stlence in 
danced Wednesday. night ballet and eaekled and 
by ballerinas in near-ace- crowed a sort of poultry 
through tops and men in passion lingo, all ~he while 
'flesh.Coloredbriefs. flapping their wings and 
Once the O'Keefe Centre eyeing each other 
audience settled down, lasciviously. 
cloys of kings, concubines •
and French colonialists, a
'. '. +L six-year.old farmer's 
"'daughter came to the 
dancing pavilllon within 
the walls of the Royal 
Palace and became a star.. 
The ~ench have since 
'::long departed, and the 
monarchy of six decades 
ago has been replaced by 
:: the census of Marx. But 
Chea Samy keeps dance 
11 alive. 
She i~ now 67 and~hus 
" survived wars, political 
upheavals "and theKhmer 
Rouge slaughter. She *has 
returned to the same 
Sou] of Cambodia, its 
classical dance. 
Her kness are failing and 
she must be helped down 
the stairway from the 
dancing hall by an 
assistant. Still, Chea-Samy 
comes almost daily to tutor 
fledgling dancers. 
"She is No. 1 in Cam- 
bodia now; she is the last 
of the old stars," said a 
foreign ministry 
spokesman. 
It is morning and in the 
Royal Palace compound, a 
traditional orchestra 
sways into a tune and a 
dozun yonn~ dancers 
Host  deve loped  
popu lar  show 
• LOS ANGELES (AE)-- 
• Jack Barry, the host of 
television's The Joker's 
Wild and creator of some 
of the most popular - -  and 
controversial -- game 
shows, died Wednesday of 
"a heart attack while 
jogging in New York City, 
-a spokesman said. He was 
66. 
Barry, a familiar face in 
millions 'o f  American 
houschol~ as the longtime 
"host of The Joker's Wild, 
• .. produced such game shows 
as Concentration, Tic Tac 
.Dough and the scandal- 
.plagued Twenty-One. 
He was pronounced dead 
at noon EDT at Lennox Hill 
bayadere Act lI with guest Giseile, Hospltalin New York City, 
star Evelyn Hart of the The third item in the said Geae Shefrin, 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet in a mixed program was the spokesman " for' " Barry 
role thai made little use of . steely, sophisticated 'Enright Productions. 
her superb dramatic Sphinx, danced with 
talents. 
INJURY HITS AGAIN 
Again injury struck the 
company's three-weck 
spring season with Frank 
Augustyn sidelined by a 
back ailment, bringing 
Born March 20, 1918, in 
passion by Glsclla : Lindenhurst, N.Y., Barry 
Witkowsky and David :+ began his broadcasting 
Nixon, with Montague as 
the jackal-headed god who career in the early 1940s as 
-staff announcer at WTTM 
unsuccessfully warns the radio in Trenton, N.J. He 
lovers of the consaquenees ,later joined WOR radio in 
of their mutual desire. ~New York, where he began 
~a 38-year partnership with 
Own, Adventures " of 
Michael Shayne, The Faith 
Baldwin Theatre of 
Romance, It's the Barrys, 
Stars and Starters, Oh 
Baby, Back That Fact, The 
Joe. DtMaggio Show, 
DOUgh Re Mi and Way Out 
Games. 
During the 'IV game 
show .scandals of thb late 
1950s, Barry, and Enright 
admitted their show, 
Twenty-One, on which 
Barry was•host, provided 
questions and answers to 
contestants in advance. 
Twenty-One went off the 
air in October 1968 under a 
cloud of Investigations by 
the New York district' 
attorneyrs office and a 
coogressional oversight 
committee. All other game 
shows of that era were 
swept off the air by the 
scandal, but ,no one ever 
was prosecuted because 
there were no laws against 
such conduct at the time. 
after the opening Conga by Karen Kain and young first soloist Gregory Because of another in- Barry said In a 1971 
the .full company, they Rex Harringion, who Osbox;ne in as ~Hart's jury Wltkowsky ~ was interview the experience producer Dan Enrtght ---.~ . . . .  
wcre t rented to a daring, joined the company last partner, pressed into duty dancing ' - a,,=.c .u .  persona non In 1946, Barry created • , . . . .  greta in the broadoasting fast-pacedpot-pourri of 10 spring from the National The real drama of the in Oiseaux Exotiques. on me radio vermon ox --, 
other numbers that Ballet S::honl, were a fine piece Is in Act I when the only four days' notice. Juvenile Jury, which" industrYcommunicationsuntil the Fede~mcom. 
bmuaht a stundirm pair in Waves in Love, and heroine Nikiya is bitten by Meanwhile, it was an- : ~,,,,,~mo ,ho n,=t ,,,,m . . . . . . . . . .  
-'~" - -~  ".~ '~""""  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mlselon auowe~ nlm m ouy ovatiun . . . .  Kain brought it all to a a venomonssnake, planted, nounced that Veronica . ~--~,-~-",,,~,,...~ . . . . . . .  ~.. . . . .  ~ sh.nw . . . . . . . . .  
n es lier ' ~ , a ttenonco ~.acn, uauL, The show-slogger of this co cluston as The Black in a basket of flowers by a Tennant, sidelined r ."on NBC-TV s East Coast • 
work bv "dreek.bem:: W~ .d0w, rather riQni, and dies; Act l l is  an ' by a tom ligament in her:: ;~ -o,ffi~,k ShefHn said radi o station in 1970. 
• ' Jtontine Pat~l~. ;  "threatc~flng]_Y :. l o~ =:it • 'aft(~J~-daath,,.--,,•dream ...... back,:L..~ not be ~l~lepas ~ Yt~'~~-~:en~e~ied ~oa;. In I~0;~ was' host. 
.~/t"P.~.+ *-3m~:~,! II ):I " ~c ' ' * ]  ~"  " "'" : " " ~-"  " '  --'~...'~-,~ "~' - - - ' - -T~-  . ' " . ' ,  .P ' ' , '~"*  ."~ ' i,ealdent chorec~ra"u~r 8~e~ ~ ~y or"h'doring sequence hi .WI~i~.~ she is hoped, .to dance opposKe *'~o-,,-oq6n which Shefrln on'  the "=tame' show The 
+ "~"""  ' ' e lm men . . . . . .  ; ' - - "  vet" " Nure ev . . . . . . .  ' ' ° was solo SO.dug, Y g • rednited with her 1o gneststar Rudolf y said. was the longest- Generation Gap, and for 
danced with athletic leaps Somewhat less Solor and they vow never in The Sleeping Beauty running daytime game' the last 19- years he had 
and gyrations by Owen satisfactory was the again to forsake each next week. shoed in television history, been host on The Joker's 
Montague of Simcoe. Ont. company's premiere of La other. Her two scheduled airing from 1958 to 1973. Wild. Recent Barry and 
Hart won a bouquet of performances will be Between 1947 and 1959, Em'ight shows included 
G i b s o n  t h r i l l s  rave notices from Toronio danced by Yoko lchino and Barry and Euright also Bullseye, Hot Potato and 
critic~ last week when she Evelyn Hart, making her cre.ated Junior Celebrities, Nipsey Russell's Juvenile 
danced the. title role in . debut In the role of Aurora. Hi-Lo, You're On Your JurY. 
and eyes; elegant, sen- 
suous body language bern 
some 2,000 years age in  
India and Java. 
Chea~.%my .said there 
are now tel students in the 
government-run school of 
dance, the youngest 10 
• years old. Many, she said, 
• were selected from or- 
phanuges that abound in 
Cambodia following the 
learner Rouge terror of 
1975-79. 
The lOxmer Rouge, bent 
on destroying traditional 
culture, decimated the 
ranks of former students, 
dancers and teachers. 
Others fled. the country 
i~fter the Vietnamese in- 
vasien of 1979, with some 
escapees tarting troupes 
in the United States, 
France and elsewhere. 
FEW REMAIN 
Today, only 23 of the 
former teachers remain at 
the dance school In Phnom 
Perth. 
Chea-somy almost 
didn't survive the Khmer 
Rouge era. Like others in 
Pimom Penh, she and her 
aging husband 'were 
the exodus and Chea Sam~ 
recalls with dread anotheZ 
forced trek her family had 
to endure; walking alm0s| 
without a break for si~ 
days and nights to a new 
farming site, she said in 
interview. 
"During the Khmer 
RoUge time; I feared so 
much that our culture 
would die," she said. "S~ 
when I returned to Phnom 
Penh, I was determined (o: 
do all I could to rev ve it.'"~ 
A revival has certainly! 
taken place, although onei 
strictly guided by thel 
state. Most of the dance! 
students are members of: 
the communist young! 
pioneers. Teachers, in-:, 
eluding Chea Samy,. must; 
• attend political educatior.: 
classes, and words thai,: 
accompany some classieal~. 
dances have been altered: 
to import revolutionar~ i 
messages. - -' 
But the government 
didn't tamper with the 
music and the dance form~ 
itself. Chea Samy, who is ~" 
member ef Parliament,: 
said students work hard~ 
• ~.: 
giggling girls * i ii I : " '  
TORONTO (CP)  - -  Bounty, refused tocom-  " Entert inment THURSDAY - 5 p.m. , 2 a.m. 
Gibson pleededgullty to an Police . , ,  o. , ve. 4 5 6 7 13 
impaired riving charge in by Gibson failed to stop at 
provincial court Wed- a red l/ght at a downtown ~ ~'o~ "'Un Hacks: ~ i '~  ' 
horde of giggling school nnd struck' '" another Tr , , . ; ,+ . .  to "asm i l 
girls with,an unforgettable Vehicle. There were no i ' " i 
memory. Injuries. PITTSBURGH (AP) -- Count Basie's music lived , , 
fined Gibson V,00 and showed he had from l20 to whieh returned to the stage for the first time since 
suspended his driver's 130 milligrams of alcohol its master's death from cancer last week. I.:,~ E:r~u/; f. ~t meat , Wastland ~oO~,kteY 
llcence for .three months. In a 100-millilitro. blood "Our sadness is delayed and we've got a sense t KC°%thOft Telelournal 
Fans screamed "We love sample, The legal imit for - that the show must go on," said vocalist Dennis con,t National 
you, Mel," as the 20-year- 
old actor smiled outside 
the court. He signed a few 
autographs and answered, 
"I like you, too." 
"I got his autograph," 
shrieked Richelle Romos 
of suburban Soarborough. 
"I can't remember my 
name." ' 
Gibson, star of such 
films as The Year of Living 
Dangerously, Mad Max, 
Gallipoli and Mutiny on the 
drivers In20 milligrams. 
In a statement rendby 
his lawyer, Gibson said he 
wanted to "apologize to the 
court and the Toronto 
community" and com- 
pl .imented the police who 
dealt with his ease. 
Gibson has been .in 
Ontario since January to 
film Mrs. Sorrel with Diane 
Keaton and Is expected to 
leave the city this week. 
Rowland. "We're a little melancholy. The lose is 
monumental; but his music will go on. "  
Cab Calloway was the last-minute headline 
replacement In a long-scheduled benefit per- 
formance for a Pittsburgh hospital before about 
2,200patcons at Heinz Hail for the Performing Arts. 
The show was once billed as a salute to Basie's 
80th birthday, which wnuld have been Aug. 21. 
But Willinin (Count) Bseio's death in Hollywood, 
Fla., last Thursday and a quickly printed Insert o 
the program turned the performance into a tribute 
to his work, . 
Cocker detained 
VIENNA (AP)  - -  Joe Cocker Was detained as he 
was about to leave Vienna and taken to cora'S 
Wednesday night on a concert Organizer's com- 
plaint hat he British pop star accepted money for a 
concert he did not perform. 
His West German manager, Martin Blalins, also. 
.was at the hearing. 
Court officials said the court will determine 
whether Cecker, 39, should face legal action, but 
declined to give details of the proceedings, 
A police spokesman said Blallas accepted abo,t 
$16,000 on Coeker's behalf or a concert Monday but 
the singer, who shared billing with Italian singer 
Eduardo Banatto and an Anstrisn rock group, did 
not appear. 
Police said organizer Johann Hausner told them 
Cocker could not perform because he was drtmk, 
which associates of Binilas denied. 
Pepsi versus Coke 
NEW YORK lAP) --Ceca-COla Co, has recruited 
international Mnging star Julio lgleslas to appear in 
its commercials and will sponsor his seven-month 
world concert our starting next month, tho com- 
pany announced Wednesday. 
Neither the aluger nor thecompany would 
disclose terms of the agreement. 
The deal with Iglesias, who has sold more than i100 
million records, comes only three months after soft 
drink rival Pepsico Inc. unveiled a series:of 
television commercials made by pop singer Michael 
Jackson. The first of the ads with Jackson repor- 
tedly cost $1 million to produce in addition to ~e 
singer's fee reported at $5.5 million. 
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EXCel~lOnOI J~s laur .  
Children RGlee 
Nudity nixed at 
swingers' meeting 
vention gathered to plan 
protests, was greeted with 
cheers and applause. Knoll 
said the contract with 
Magcorp, publisher of Ohio 
Connection magazine, 
would be cancelled and 
disavowed. 
After learning o f  the 
convention last week, 
county prosecutor Lynn 
Slaby sought to block it and 
argued a t  a .  hearing 
Wednesday/ that the 
° registra~an fee Was' an 
;:,~ atlmlsoinn elmrge for 
:' ~ual  p~zformanea nd 
thds constituted pandering 
obscenity under Ohio law. 
.... The entire 292-room 
hotel had been reserved for 
the convention. Testimony 
revealed that about 200 
couples had registered at a 
fee of ~ to ~vTA5 a ~couple. 
Lawyers for Magcorp 
left the courtroom im- 
mediately after the ruling 
without comment and 
couldn't be reaqhed im- 
medlateJy after Kno]l's 
announcement. 
AKRON, Ohio lAP) -- A 
hotel cancelled the con- 
tract Wednesday for a 
swinBer's convention 
sponsored by a sexually 
explicit magazine shortly 
after a Judge ruled the 
meeting was permissible 
but banned nudity and 
sexual activity in public 
areas, said a hotel 
spokesman. 
" I  think we are probably 
going to be subject to 
litigaUon, but we feel it's 
the right decision and we 
are prepared to suffer the 
consequences," aid Tom 
Knoll, a lawyer for Motel 
Management Inc., which 
manages the hotel. 
The ruling by Judge 
Even Reed of Summit 
County" Common Pleas 
court left ' the Cascade 
Holiday Inn with the unfair 
burden of monitoring 
sexunl activity at the 
convention, Knoll said. 
His ammancement, 
made at a church where 
opponents of the con- 
..+. 
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Service= Services Services ' SetviceB :mrv,ces Events :~ale ,, . ; 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES provides 
assistance with household 
: management and dally 
: living adlvltlas to aged, 
: handicapped, con. 
! valescents, chronically III, 
: etc. 4530 Lakelso Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG IP4. 
Phone 635.$135. 
(ppd.3Onov) 
TERRACE PRO.LiFE 
Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding' 
the right TO life of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Raberfe 
635-7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
[ppd-3Oiune-e4.] 
THE TERRACE Foster• FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth at Northwest 
Community College. We are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call Boy 
• 15.3246, Jecqule 635.6727, 
Trean 635.2865. 
(pp3-iune29841 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7.10pro 638.1362. 
(plxl.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
end loin us, a family 
orientated group, with 
family and adult ectivltles. 
We are a local support 
group; oftorlng friendship, 
companionship and help ff 
CANADIAN PARENTS for ' we can to families who are 
French (Terrace Chapter) only one parent. Come and 
Monthly meeting Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
the Kltl K'Shan staffroom. 
For more Information call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635-4691. 
(ppclS.29iune) 
KSAN HOUSE is" 
available to women and 
children who have been 
physically or mentally 
abused. It you need a 
safe temporary• refuge 
call the HELP line 635. 
6447. (ppd.aprl138-84) 
Join us the One Parent 
Families Association of 
Canada. For Inturmatlon 
, phone Bea 635-3238 or Judy ' 
638-1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. 
(ppd-131uI84) 
PARENT'S-IN-CRISIS A 
self.help group~ for parents, 
• seeking to change 
destructive patterns of 
child-rearing. Weekly 
meetings. Tele~one crisis 
line. 615.$566 or wrffe to. 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(ppda.20iune) 
Soup Kltchen -- We provlde 
free soup to those In need; 
thls servlce Is provlded by 
volunteers who are 
unemployed. Donations of 
food and money are needed 
to malntaln thls servlce. 
3312 Sparks Ave. 
~o,m-am 
638-1604 
-. (ppd2.30mar84) 
TERRACEWOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop-In centre; supporl 
service for women; 
information;, referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
counsell ing; support 
groups. 
4.912 Park Avenue; 
open 12-4 p.m. weekdays 
638-0221 
(ppd.Tmo.30Mar'84) 
• ALANON MEETINGS 
Monday at Mills Memorial 
Hospitsl, at 8pm Phone 
Isehe163S-93S9 or Gloria 635- 
5546. 
(ppd-23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at.7 
p.m. In the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there is a movie on 
Alcohol and Drugs. 
Everyone welcome. 
(ppd.14may) 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words Or less S2.00 per Ms'reign, Over 20 
words S cents per word. 3 or more consecutive 
insertions S1,$8 per insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before second Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only one incorrect, 
ad. 
BOX NUMBERS 
SI,00 pickup., 
S2.00 mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cents per agate line• Minimum charge SS.00 
per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISiNG 
3/ cents per line• 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
SS,00 per line per month. On a minimum four 
month basiS. 
'COMING EVENTS • 
For Non.Profit Organilefions. Maximum 5 days 
insertion prior to event for no charge, Must be SS 
words or less, typed, and submitted to our office., 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
NOOn two days prior to publication day. 
CLASSIFIED 
I I  :00 a.m. Off day previous tO dby Of publication 
Monday tO Friday. 
A L L  CLASSIFIED CASH WITN ORDER other 
tben BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of Is.00 on i l l  N.$.F. Obliges. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
NO chlrge provided news submitted within ono 
month. 
Boa stg, Terrace, B.C. Home Delivery 
VlO 414 Flmes ISS-4000 
CLASSIFY ED ANNOUNCeMeNTS 
Notices 6.00" 
Births 6.00 
Engagements 6.00 
MerrMges 6,00 
Obituaries 6.00 
Card of Thanks 6.00 
In Memorlum 6,00 
~)var 60 words, S cents each additional word. " 
PHONE 635.63S7 --  C lar i f ied Adver'tistng 
Department. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective Oetoper I ,  l t l0  
Single COpy 2~C 
By Carrier mth. SS.S0 
By Carrier year 31.00 . 
Sy Mail  3 rathe. 2S•00 
By Mall  6 mfhs. 3S.00 
By Msil  I yr.'58.~O 
Senior Citizen f yr. 30.00 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America ',. I yr. 65.0~ 
The Herald reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the r ight to revise, edit, 
classify or re~ect any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to*the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement and box rental• 
Box replies on "Ho ld"  Instructions not picked Up 
Within 10 days of expiry ol an advertisement wil l  
' be destroyed unless mail ing instructions are 
received/Those ahswerlng Box Numbers are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid 10SS. A l l  claimsef errors in advertisements 
must be received by the publisher w.ithln 30 days 
after the first publicotion. 
It is agreed by the advertiser req~stin(I space 
that tha l iabil ity of the Herald in the event of 
fai lure to publish an' advertisement or In the 
event of an error appearing in the odvcrtis~rment 
6"  WOllShed shall be l imited to the amkunt paid 
by the advertiser for only one lflcorrenf insertion 
for the portion Of the advertising space OCCUpied 
by the Incorrect or emitted item only. end that 
there shall be no l iabi l ity to any extent greater 
than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that diSCriminates against any 
person because of his race, religion, SO~, color, 
nationality, ancestry or place of o¢lgin, or 
because his age is between 44 and 6S years, 
unless the condition is iustlfled by a ben& fide 
[.eq9lremant for the work involved. 
TERRACE 
KITIMA.T 
h r k 
I 
Classified " " Ma:l- ,n Form 
Your Ad .............................................................. 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classification ................................... Send ad along with 
cheque or money order to: 
20 words or less: $2per day DAILY HERALD 
$4.50 for three consecutive days 3010 Kalum St. 
S6 for four consecutive days Terrace, B.C. 
$7.50 for five consecutive days VItG 2M7 
'UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE - -  We 
are a' non-government 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling to the 
unemployed. Our services 
are free. It you need help 
wlth UnempJoyment 
Insurance problems • or 
Human Resources give us a 
call. 
4721 Lazelle, 
Rm.200 
(Back of TIIIIcum Theatre) 
635.4631 
(ppd2.30mor84) 
A.A. MEETINGS ~' ' 
Monday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
United Church 
4907 Lazelle ~ ~; 
Tuesday --8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heai't Church 
4830 Straume "*  
WedneSday -- 8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital psych Unit ..~ 
• Thursday--8:30 p.m: 
(Clesedl '~'~ 
Hospital Psych Unit ~'. 
Friday "--8:30 p.m. ' I ' 
(Open) 
Kermede Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum 
Saturday--8:30 p.m. " 
(Openl 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Sunday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Men's Closed) 
Anglican Church 
Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs; -- 638.8195 
(ppd.311uly84) 
TERRACE & 
DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
i ! l  
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meets every Tqesday at' 
6:45 p.m. In  the Skeena. 
Health Unit. : i* For In-. 
formation call Jeanne 635- 
7742 or Kathy 638-0497. 
(ppd6.31aug) 
2 Coming 
Events 
S1.50 BROWN BAG • 
SALE. Mills Memor.lal 
Hospital Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop. Saturday, May Sth 
11am to 4pro. Clothes for 
the Whole Family. 4544 
La~,etle Ave., Terrace. 
(nc9.amay) 
KERMODE PLATE 
COLLECTORS wi l l  be 
having a meeting on 
Thursday May 3, at 8pro, at 
Arena Banquet Room, 
guest speaker Is Brian 
Bonnelly, sales rap for 
Walker Usher. For more 
Information phone Betty 
635-7S72, or Lianne 638.1418. 
(nc-3may) 
GYMKHANA May 6, 
registration 11:30 a.m., 
starts 12 noon, Must be a 
Totem Saddle Club 
member to participate. 
Spectators welcome. 
Canteen open. Takes place 
at the Thornhlll Com. 
munlty Grounds. Further 
Informatlon 635;5393. ' 
(nc.4may) 
SKEENA JUNIOR 
Secondary S'¢hool Parent 
AdvisorY Committee will 
hold'It's last meeting for 
this year, Thursday, May 
3rd 1984 at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Library. 
(nc-3may) 
.635.3178 • , ~* IMAGES OF RIBBON:N 
4530 Lakelse Ave; :~ ..,: Blues all native fashion 
TerraceVaG 1P4 show arid dinner will be 
...,: . . . . .  ~T,E, RNATE, i:,~..,,, the, Kermode'Frlendshlp 
, . . . . . . .  ? ., Society's annual general 
• COMMUN TY ~ meetleg to be held at 3313 I 
WORKS' ~ ~ Kalum Street on 26 May 
CONSUMER i 
COMPLAINTSOFFICER 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
• 635-1256 
MEALS.0N.WHEELS 
635-3178 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOI~ & 
.DRUG COUNSELLINg': 
638-8!17 
SKEENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE .' 
PROGRAM (SYWlP) 
635-5778 
SPECIAL SERVICES .• 
TO CHILDREN 
635-7087" 
HOMEMAKERS TERRACE 
635-5135 :~ ' 
TERRACE RECYCLING 
635-7271 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT 
& LIVING SKILLS 
635-7863 
(~Xl. 
(ppd&aug. 04) 
JUDO CLUBS For ionlor7- 
14 years. Ju;Jltsu for adult. 
For more Informatlm call 
635.9316 and 635.9556. 
(p3-30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON. 
SERVATIVE Association of 
Skeena. Intormatlon. • 
Memberships. Phone 638. 
1206. :~ 
A (p6-31aug84) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of an 
abortion? We at Birthright 
would like to offer you our 
support end friendship. 
Free confidential 
pregnency tests available, 
Tllllcum Bulldlng 4721 Sulte 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office! 
1984 starting at 3pm. 
New members are 
welcome and electl0n for 
the board of dlrectors 
wlll also be taklng place. 
Please phone 635.4906 for 
further Informatlon. 
(nc.4may) 
NOTICE Annual general 
meeting of the Terrace 
Cerebra l  Pa lsy  
Association. The Annual 
General Meeting of the 
Terrace Cerebral Palsy 
Association will be held 
June Sth, 1984 at the 
Ter race  Ch i ld  
Development Centre, 
2S10 South Eby Terrace, 
B.C: The purpose of the 
meeting wi l l  be the 
election of theboard of 
directors for the 1984.85 
year and submission of 
the Annual Report. ~ln 
order to exercise the 
right to vote, persons 
must be of legal age as 
'defined by the Province 
of British Columbia and 
be a member In good 
standing at least thirty 
days prior to the date of 
' the  Annual General 
Meeting. A member 
must pay th e mem. 
bershlp fee of $2.00 30 
days prior to the date of 
the Annual General 
Meeting for entitlement 
to view. 
NOTICE: To all people 
who have hear!ng 
disabilities. 
The Terrace Support 
Group for rite Hearing 
Impaired would like to 
Install a hearing 
assistance system In the 
REM Lee Theatre; We 
have Information to 
share with you and need 
your Input. Come to a 
hours Mon.to Frl. from 9am meeting at: CommUnity 
to 11am Seturday 9am to . Service Building (old 
lpm Phone 635.3907 anytime Forestry Bldg.) on 
(ppd-luns~l) 
• SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE 635-4042 A 24hr. line 
for support and Information 
for victims of sexual 
assault. Office location: 
No.2-3238 Kalum Street, 
9.4, N~n.Frl. 
(l~d-aprl130.84) 
CY( 
Lakelse, Wed. May 2, 
7pro. Phone Rose 635. 
9036. 
(ncS-2may) 
20th ANNUAL Arts 
Crafts and Hobby Show 
Sat. May Sth 10am-Dpm; 
Sun. May 6th 10am.Spin. 
et Caledonia Secondary 
School. Arts, ' crafts, 
food, entertainment. 
.(nc.4may) 
I I 
FLEA MARKET Sat. May 
Sth at 10am. Display space 
avai lable at $5. Hot 
Springs Service Station. 
Phone 79B.2459, ~ 
r' : ' (nc3.4may) 
TERRACE HIKING CLUB 
HIKE Sunday May 6. We 
shall be hiking up a 
moderate h;all to the 
alpine area, off Kalum 
East Road. Meet at 9am, at 
the library i Bring lunch, 
sun and ralngear ' (Be 
preParedl). A camera and 
a friend. Ptesse leave your 
dogs at home. Phone 
Jarma 635.7305 for further 
Information. 
(nc3.amay) 
NAT IONAL ARTS 
CENTRE Orchestra 
appears Sat. May 12/8 
p.m. a t  REM.  Lee 
Theatre. Program in. 
cludes Rossinh Mozart, 
Schafer, Mendelssohn. 
Obtain advance ~:tlckets 
Carter's . Jewellers, 
Skeena Mall $8 student- 
seniors, $10 adults.i 
.ANNUAL MEET ING of 
Northwest ,..Development 
Educat ion Assoclatlon, 
Thurs. May 3 7:30 p.m. 
Carpenters ..hlall, Sparks 
Street. 
",;'(nc-3may) 
!.! 
NEW MDMSI pregnant 
Womenl The Terrace 
Breastfeedlng Support 
Group will hold Its monthly 
meeting on Tuesday May 8 
at 8pm at Skeena Public 
HealthUnit '3412 Kalum. 
Topic: Care of the Mother. 
Babies are welcome. 
(nc.8may) 
Centre and th~(p~-  
,ploymer)t, .Action'" Ceht~, 
will be hosting an In. 
formation workshop on 
Crisis Grants for people 
rece iv ing G.A. I .N .  
assistance, May 9, 9:30am 
• 11:30am at the Terrace 
Hotel In the Green Room. 
Free chlldcare is avallabte 
by calling 638.022S, 12-4pm 
weekdays. : 
(nc4.Smay) 
THORNHILL CHAPTER 
8S Order of ,the Eastern 
• Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
Friday, May 18 at 2pro. 
Terrace Co.op. Proceeds fo 
the Canadian Cancer 
Soc!ety. 
(nc-18may) 
i 
3 
Notices 
NOTICE 
I s hereby given that the 
Skeena Federal Liberal 
Riding Association will 
held a general meeting 
for the' purpose of 
electing Delegates and 
• Alternate •Delegates to 
the National Leadership 
Convention of the Liberal 
Party of Canada to be 
held In Ottawa, June 14. 
17, 1984 as follows: 
• Date: Saturday, May:S, 
1984 
Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Place: Prince Rupert 
' Public Library 
(Audio Visual Room) 
101-6th Ave. West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
ELECT ION OF 
DELEGATES AND 
ALTERNATE S 
The Association is en- 
titled to elect 7 Delegates 
and 7 Alternate 
GARAGE SALE-- Fle~ 
Market .  Thornh l l ]  
Primary School; Sat 
May S 10am-2pm Raffl( 
draw, door prizes, 
rummage, concession, 
bedding plants, bake and 
T.shlrt table, crafts.i 
Table rental $10.00 per 
table. Sell your own 
wares. For further in. 
formation contact 635- 
7066, 635-3877. 
• (p10-4may 
GARAGE SALE-- af the 
Curling Rlnk, Sat. May Sth, 
10am.3pm. 
(p2.4may) 
13 Personal 
i 
ANYBODY WITNESSING 
an accident In front of 
Lakelse Drugs around 8 
p.m. Friday April 27th, 
between a blue Ford 
Pickup and a brown 
Subaru Station Wagon 
please call 638.8078. 
(p3.4may) 
• ,,, ,, 
14 Business 
Personal 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER- 
~/ICES 24 hr. Answering 
Service, Typing, Paging, 
Photocopying Alarm 
monitoring. 3238 Kalum St. 
Phone 638.8195. 
(acc7-mar-tfn) 
FILTERQUEEN 
Sales & Service 
Phone 
635.7096 
AL TOOVEY 
~i"l~ FURNACE REPAIR : 
D.L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC- 
COUNTANT, Trustee In 
bankruptcy, receiver, 
l iqu idator .  209-4650 
Lazelte Ave., P.O. Box 
888, Terrace, B.C. VgG 
• 4R2. 638-0361; 635.5702. 
(p20.28may) 
19 Help 
Wanted 
MATURE WOMAN TO 
WORK nights, holidays, 
weekends. Rate $5.00.hr. 
Apply Twin City Meats. 
638-1312. 
(pl0.emay) 
CANADIAN Summer 
Resort EmploYment 
Opportunity Information 
Approx. 850 potential 
:employers listed across 
Canada. Details, in. 
for:marion etc. Send 
stamped envelope to 
In ternat iona l  Em. 
Floyment Service, Box 
429, Lumby, B.C. V0E 
2G0. 
(p20-18may) 
SECRETARY required 
for delng general office 
duties. Collections a 
must. Apply to: Etec- 
trolux Canada, 4719 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
(accS.4may) 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 
the "Fuller Brush" way. 
Call Rebecca Phone 635- 
3328. 
(pS-dmay) 
KeSAN HOUSE 
SOCIETY require s a co. 
.Delegates. In each case ordlnator for K'San 
(delegates and a l te r - !  !~[ans)t ion House, 
notes) 2 of these elected Terrace, B.C. (part.time 
must be women and 2of~ position ~;20 ~ hours ,per 
those eleded must be !~ week). Salar;/:~ $9,75'.hr; 
youths (25 years of age The *~ co-ordlnato~ ~ls 
or under), responsible for dt~ff 
PRESIDENT 
Rhoda Witherly 
1609 Overlook St. 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
vaJ 2C7 
Tel: 624.9043 
SECRETARY 
Anne Karey 
Box 40 
Klhvanga, B.C. 
VOJ 2A0 
Tel: 849.5381 
(ecc11.amay) 
Supervision, councelllng 
residents, community 
Ilason and other related 
administrative ' duties. 
For more Information 
please call 635-6447. 
Please forward all 
resumes, no later than 
May 4th, 1984, to: K'San 
House Society, c-o 2506 
Kerr .Street, Terrace, 
B.C. VaG gK3. 
(accS.amay) 
r 
- REGISTERED: 
NURSE 
With experience In 
community or out post 
nursing, required May 
15th, 1984 In the Prince 
Rupert area. 
Must be capable 0l 
worklrKj independently. 
Some travelling will 
be required, References! 
" essential. 
Please call or submit 
wrltte'n resume to: 
Para-Med Health 
Services, Suite 300 -' 1460 
6th Ave., Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 3N2. 
Phone 564.4442. 
(acca-4may) 
UNEMPLOYED 
Teacher, certified In 
B.C.? Phone 635.4659, 
3:30.4:30. 
(pl0-9may) 
I 
22 For 
Hire 
"A 'r TICKETED 
JOURNEYMAN • 
ELECTRICh~,N " 
Nolobs to small, all lobs 
consldered. Very 
reasonable rates. Phone 
638-1762. 
(p20-30may) 
, I I I  
23 . . . .  
Services i 
. I 
COMPUTER CLASSES for 
kids. Classes start May 
28th and 29th. Logo, 
beginner, Intermediate, 
advanced and graphics 
courses. Available $25.00 
per class. Call A!'s •Com- 
puter Services 635.3630. 
.',;t~ . ..'i,'. "~(nc1G,14may) 
Pets ' 
I I II 
REGISTERED GER- 
MAN SHEPHERDS, 
puppies ava i lab le  
shortly. Males and 
females, with papers, 
shots etc. $300. Also two 
males available for stud 
service, black & tan or 
sable. For more In. 
formation call 638.3826 or 
635.4084. 
(pS.3may) 
i 
33 For Sale 
I111acellaneous 
FOR SALE" 1 Kerosene 
heater. Like new. Paid 
$200. Asking $100. Phone 
635.45S3. 
(ncS.4may) 
"AWKESEAFOODS 
Specializing in fresh 
prawns. Insoason cod, 
octopus, snails, live 
crab, halibut and 
shrimp. 1928 Bobslen 
Cres. 
(p20-9may) 
38 Wanted 
miscellaneous 
L 
WANTED-- Caring 
home for 14 year old, 
mixed I/4.Tennesse 
Walker gelding. Tack 
Included. Owner away at 
College. Call 638.8347. 
• "*~..: (1)S-4may) 
'~9 : 
= ,:;,.,•i,i: mar ine 
FOR SAI .E~ 33" ft. 
rlverboat, flbreglass 
over plywood . and 
polyehylene .b~ttom, 
front steering.: 80HP 
Mercury motor, tandem 
trailer and some extras. 
Must be seen to be ap. 
preclated. Phone 63S. 
2748. 
(pS-3may) 
I 
4,3;: FOr Rent . . . . .  
.... +••++ m,,.....,.. - 
50 '  Homes 
• for Sole 
I 
FOR RENT--  ~LCement 
forms. Call 638,1396. 
.: (sffn) 
"47 .  Suites ~, 
. . . .  i " i 
LAROE 1 BEDROOM 
apartment situated In 
Thornhlll. 0250 per  
month plus utilities. Also 
need' roommate for 
shared house. Phone ~.  
2315. - 
(p$-4maY) 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor  su i tes"  
Available Immediately. 
Frldg e & stove Included. 
Sauna & recreation 
room. 635.9023 or, 635. 
5189 to view. 
(p20.23may( 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Celt 
manager any time for 
appointment to view. Phone 
635-4547. 
(ecc21dec.tfnl 
KEYSTONE 
APARTMENTS 
UNDERNEW 
MANAOEMENT 
I ,  2, and 3 bedroom 
suites avalisble. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities,' star°ca locker. 
& porklog. "References 
reqelred as of Feb. 144. 
Plots4 phone 635.5224. 
(ecc251ak.ffn) 
, • - . . 
Tnl un 
PLACE 
APARTMEHTS 
Frldge, sl~ve, drepos, 
carpeting off street 
parking, security 
system. 
• Roe  gt~rt It 
r $"  s 
re°n iger  Phone  
" enytlme. ~ 
++ 638-8245 
• ;L BEDROOM washer and 
dryer, frldge and stove. 
t325 per mordh. Available 
May 1st. No pets please. 
Phone 635.9378. 
(pS.8may) 
SMALL2 BEDROOM apt. 
In Thornhlll. Self. 
contained. Frldge and 
stove. Ideal for single or 
couple. Phone 635.3166. 
View at 3727 River Drive. 
(p3.4msy) 
/ 
FOR SALE v ,  B~ 
BUILDER 3 beO~o~n 
home, Full dayl~ghi 
basement with brick 
fireplace. : Location: 
4/30 McGenneil : Phene 
535-$628. - 
(pl0-gmay) 
I 
GOOD STARTER 
HOME 2 years old. 
Partially finished on 
acre. 3 large bedrooms 
on 1750 sq. ft. main floor. 
Natural gas fired hot 
water heating system. 
Room for two bedrooms 
upstairs. Can be viewed 
at 3882 Mountview or 
phone 635.5172. 
(p20-Umay) 
$99,500 . 
We planned It, we built 
It, we love It ... so could 
you. 3 yearold 1344 sq. 
ft. home on 4.6 treed 
acres. Beautiful vlew. 
Only 1.5 km from clty. 
Many speclal features 
Include plne celllng, 
fireplace, largemaster 
bedroom with 3 Ixe. 
ensuIte; 638;1321. 
(l~10may) 
I 
52 Propert9 
for Scale 
FOR SALE--SIx acres of 
land. Creek running 
through the mlddle. The 
frontage is cleared. 
Askln0 $40,000. Call 635. 
7585. 
(pl0.Umay) 
Propert~ 
i 
I 
FOR RENT- -  S,000 sq. 
ft., retail store. Located 
corner of Lakelse & 
Emerson • best show 
wl~:lows," In town ~ for 
further information 
)hone &10.5333 dub;in 
)uslness hours. 
+"-++' ~,'~(acc4~epl'll-ffn] 
1i . . . . . .  ,;'~ ......... 
;1 [ , /  
PRIME RETAIL or 
Bfflce space on 3rd Ave., 
Prince Rupert . 150C 
square feet. good terms 
• fixtures optional • 
Iondlng area and alley 
access. Phone 627.844~ 
or 624.4746. 
(p10.11may} 
'ONE BEDROOM 
Low rents. CIm, e to town 
and shopping. Phone 635. 
6155 days, 638.1533 to 635- 
98O6 evenings. 
(acc.sept2.tfn) 
WOODGREEN 
suites , , 
55 BusiNesS 
Opportunlt9 
APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Compiets with dishwasher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and 
drapes. Undercover 
parking. Security ~mtrance. 
Phone 635-9317., 
r .. : . . . .  (acceePt12tfn) 
2 '  BEDROOM basement 
sultoLWlth frldge and sfove. 
elm to:scheol and town. 
Call after 4pro. ~S.S~. 
(p4:8may) 
i "48 Homes 
for Rent 
I 
FOR RENT-- Old, small 
house $275 per month. 
Phone 638-1985. 
• ~ .~ (acc-tfn) 
I ' "  OUPLEX In town, gas 
~d "hot ~water. 
I;2 bedrooms up, 
arpets, new range 
le. No pets. $450 
or appointment to 
635.2541 evenings 
(p10.14msy) 
 ' DnOO  
ouses close to 
,g centres and 
Phon~*.,Te.rrace 
;38.8417.. '. 
(p~.21may) L~ 
Homes 
o~ Scale 
lOOM log house, 
fie on main, 1000 
In  loft, One.fhlrd 
~i1¢ river vlsw lot, 
~.486~ or 638.0618 
tier 1pro to view. 
' (pli;lSmay) 
I 
i 
I 
DEALERSHIP 
OPPORTU N ITY 
A Distributor of •fine 
quality gift-souvenir 
towels Is Interested In 
establishing a dealer. 
ship In your area. 
This Is an exceltent 
~pportuplty for Wsor.  
~ho want to operate 
from their home, 
building up a profltabk 
business. 
Small Investment 
required. 
Wr i te :  First B.C. 
Towel Co. 
Box 2070, Stn. A .  
Kamloops, B.C. V2B 
'K6. 
(acc&4may) 
INCOME ' ' 
--Excellent earnings. 
serv ic ing  anc 
restocking retail store 
accounts. . . 
- -Exc i t ing product 
lines. 
--Training provided. 
--Investment required, 
$9995 secured. 
• -Male or female. 
112-5115-3727. , : 
(p4.3mey) 
I II I 
BUSINESS FOR 
SALEs  ~ Established 
snltor ls l  business 
)resently grossing 
;100,000 ' annually. 
:lnanclal statements 
available. Operations 
I nc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1405 c-o Terrace. 
Klflmat Dally Herald, 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG '4B4. " 
(p20.2Smay) 
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5 " B.C.,makes it tough on the east 
i i( 
. . . .  MONTREAL (CP) -- ?':: ~ starting to beneflt fl, om On the West Coast, the that wasn't enough t~ price incre~mes are 
Events on the "British the stronger economy, hourly base rat# is $12.98. make up for ground lost holding, "so recovery is on 
1979 SUZUKI 400 "GS, ~M0 Columbia labor scene are ./Many of its'.members In the East, it is $12.52. during the recession, ssya its way and we believe the 
km Excellent:cbndltl~n. euatin~alol~sh~dowover 
i$i100. Phone &I.¢~M$ after labor .~negotiatiOns.' ~[or were laid off during the Trying to pull even with 
. . . . .  35,000 "threat. workers ~ in 
recession, so the union is the, West is a ritual for 
6pro. aiming for better job eastern locals. 
(p, t4may) Eas~m Canada whose security through a cam- -There has been a 
contracts '~p~l"  .1. this bination of improved resurgence in demand for 
- -  L , . " ~week, +9*" ' " ~" " :  ' ~" " • " " '  ~ O ~  1 and a* shorter pulp end,newsprint during 
~::~ . . . .  " " '  i : .The B.C. gov .e.rnmen t is work week -- 371-3 hoics the last year, abetted by 
• Rutomobl les  ~ threatening to impose a imtead of 40. For openers, strikesduringthesprlngin 
caniract'onl2,r)00pulpand it asked for an wage in- British Columbia. 
, paper workers who' were crease of $1.25 an hour. Prices for bleached kraft 
• ordei'ed back to  Work WANT WAGE FREEZE softwood pulp rose April 1. 
1975 .V.W ..  RABBIT, 4 rec~/tl]f." 1 •'."But many analysts say Consolidated-Bathurst Inc. 
speed, .radio, good con. Speculation Isthe terms producers want to follow of Montreal, which 
dltion. No rust. 68,000 could include n. wage .the B.C. woedworkers' recorded a $16.9-million 
miles. ~250 OBO. PhOne freezein the first year and example of a wage freeze first-quarter profit - -  
638-8251. . . . .  increases totalilng'8.S'per in the first year, plus almost double its1983 flrst- 
• (~5-8~ay) cent ovei' the next two, annual increases of four quarter income -- is 
which was the wage deal in and 4.5 per cent after that. raising its domestic 
REPOSSESSIONS 1978 a contract accepted' last r-The eastern contracts newsprint price by ffl5 a 
Chrys ler  Cordova, January by :the 98,000- expired at midnight toune to $585, effective 
auto., PS, PB, AM.FM member ' International 'Monday, but negntlaflons July 1. Other producers 
sterne, Good condition. Wcodworkere of America. are just picking up steam, are following suit, and 
Phone Terry at ~12-6191 .The Canadian Paper- "Thelogical pattern (for export prices are rising as 
between 9am & 4pm.. workers' Union represents the East) is the IWA well. 
(accl0.]lmay) 7,500 of the B.C. paper- (wage) settlement on the MADE SOME GAINS 
Workers and must of the West Coast" with no cost- Abltibl-Price Inc., the 
workers in the .East. It of-living adjustments, says world's largest newsprint 
REPOSSESSION would like to' ignore the Murray Savage, a forest- 'producer, saw esrning~ in 
For sole 19S1Toyota PU West Coast situaUbn products analyst with the first three months rise 
View at S.K.B. Auto dur ingba~aln ing  with Malsons placements fivefold ever the first 
Salvage, 3690 Duhan eastern producers,: which Canada Inc. of Montreal. "quarter of last year, but 
Rd., Terrace. Please 
forward bids to C.C.A., R d 
Box 1065, Terrace, B.C. ejects blin cutting 
details call &15. 
7649. (acc34maync2; 
8may) to , reduce  federa l  def ic i t  
1979 CHEV IMPALA 2 door. Uberal .leadership candidate John planning must be done to eliminate it in a 
hard.top, PS, PB, 350 cu. Turner said Wednesday. he rejects fixed time." 
In. 4 bbh auto., 8 track tape, "blindly cutting" government programs to Meanwhile, conflicting claims of the five 
no ru~t, new engine and paint lob. $14980BO. Call reduce the $30-blllion federal deficit, candidates acknowledged tobe trailing in 
635-3216. But a Tm'ner government would set a the race to succeed Prime Minister 
(pS-'7may) timetable for action to 'convince money Trudeauat the June leadership convention 
markets it was serious about reducing the are beginning to sound like a variation on 
1971 TOYOTA. 4 wheel annual deficit, he told a Chamber of the classic Abbott and Costello comedy 
drive, Land Cruiser, with Commerce luncheon in Quebec City. routine: Who's on First? 
hydraulic snow plow $1400. "Alimitedporiodofyearsmust be set as Only in thin case it's: Who's in Third? 
In good running'condition, a target for which ~ find a better Indian,~fnirs Minister John Munro and 
Phone 63&6836 or 635-9415. equilibrium: between the revenues and Justice Minister Mark MaeGuigen added 
(p4-emay) expenses of our federal government," he their claims to the debate Wednesday. 
said. Munro told an Ottawa news conference 
That period" enifld run from three to he has a "hardcere 140" delegates, but he 
' seven years to cut the deficit in half, he then saidit includes the solid support of 106 
58 Tru c ks  & told a latei' news.conference, and the backing of 34 others he expects to 
Vo, fl8 Turner said he would place certain be selected in the next 10 days. 
Hmits on-government spending, find ways dustico, Minister Mark MacGuigen's 
~- ' of  streamllnldg bureaucracy and social campaign office then insisted its candidate 
' services end limit federal-provincial hasthe support of 173 delegates. Economic 
MUST SELL- -  l~0Ford duplication of:services. ) Development Minister Don Johnston said 
F150 4:(4, 6 cyl., short "I agree with (Finance Minister Marc) last week he, too, has more than 100 
box, new tires, canopy, .Lalondathatweean'tsubstanfiallycutthe committed voters for the June 14-16 
roof rack, excellent deficit in a period of.unemployment, but convention. 
condition, 28,000 ml. 
Asking $7,200. Phone 638. 
1919, . ,  (pl0-9msy) NO QUebec  concess ions  
REPOSSESSION'FOR ":: ! ": '~" ~;~ ~'~":' :;!: : , :  " ,  
:S~LE ~'~ ~"-~ ;'~,/~::' ,*, O'JffAWA.(-~)--' Employment l~inistey P, oberts aid~e sees no reaoon:t~'amend 
i'i974 ":l'ntbr~atibh'al JohnRoberts oys:~ff..he b comeg pHraSe 
Dump Truck Contact minister he will make no concessions to 
C.I.B.C. In KltlmM, 632- Quebec to get it to sign the Constitution. 
2168. Highest or any bid "I would make no concessions,to obtain 
not necessarily ac -  the agreemen t of Quebec any mgre than I 
would with Manitoba," the Liberal 
ceptod. (aco10-16may) leadership candidate, said Wednesday in 
an interview. 
1974 FORD' Pie0 Ranger The Quebec government refused to join 
the other nine provinces in endorsing the 
XLT. Canopy and boat two-year-01d Constitution for three main 
rack. Dual tanks. No rust; 
reasons ,  
Excellent condition. Low One reason Was the lack of a guarantee "I am not at all tempted by a transfer 
mileage $3,000. OBO. that provinces would receive fiscal from the federal government towards the 
Phone 635.7354. enmpensatloi~ for national p~egrams in provinces," Roberts aid. 
~,~. L (pS-emay) which they do not wish to participate but "I beliew, that there has been too much 
. must still help fund. growth in the powers of the provinces in 
Roberts said he would be willing to the last few years so I am not tempted to 
59 m 0 b lie negotiate compensation a case by Case go in this direction." 
basis but he is opposed to enshrining such instead; Roberts would like to see the 
HoMes a principle in the Constitution. federal government assume greater 
He showed less sympathy for Quebec's responsibility over higher education. 
objection to constitutional provisions Conditions have greatly changed since 
KNiGHT MOBILE HOMB. allo~ing, people to eross provincial the fathers of Confederntion gave the 
Large 1 bedroom, skirted, boundaries end work. provinces exclusive jurisdiction over 
with ionY shack, furnished. The Canadian common market must be education, he said. 
$10,500. Phone 635.3239. strengthened;notweakened, Robertasald. - "Life has changed since we thought 
{p10.14may) Qucbea's third main objection hinged on educaUon was only for the young, that 
1976 12'x6S' 3 bed,'onm minority language rights. The Quebec after 21 or 22 years of age one was in the 
mobile home. Set up In government maintained that a national werk force for all one's life. But because of 
Terrace Trailer Court. Constitution Should not impose obligations the impact of new technologies, education 
8'x10' addltion, ~ 5 ap- on a province to provide services for and training is no longer only for the 
young." pllances, good condition, minority idnguege groups. .~ 
Asking $17,000. Phone ' . .  
the' language provisions of the Con~ 
stltution. 
He said he is against he principle of a 
provincial law that makesFrench t e only 
official language in Quebec. He expressed 
hope that a provincial government, headed 
by a party other than the Parti Quebecois, 
will change the law~ 
Quebec's traditional negotiating position 
at constitutional conferences i that it 
should have more power over areas 
currently under federal ju/'isdiction. 
chairman Robert Gimlin.. companies are in good 
The union prefers to see shape," says Donald 
the bright side. Demand Is Holder, the union's Ontario 
growing steadily and the vice-president. 
[ 
Across  Canod  
Br ie fs  
increase in weapons 
O.TTAWA (CP) -- The RCMP says 51,461 
restricted weapons, mostly handguns and • 
automatic weapons, were registered inCanada last 
year, bi'inging the total number registered to 
795,069. 
No applications for registration were refused nor 
were any registration certificates revoked, the 
RCbIP said in its annual diresrms report released 
W edaesday. 
The figures represent a steady increase over the 
last few years. There were 32,123 restricted 
weapons registered in 1982, 14,479 in 1981 and 7,722 
in 1980. 
• Owners must give police a valid reason for 
wanting to register a weapon. F,#.asons include 
target shooting, forming part of a collection, 
protection of life and occupational use by a police 
officer or security guard. z 
The RCMP said owners have reported the loss or 
theft of 36,966 firearms ince I974, mostly handguns 
and rifles. 
The annual report also shows that 132,444 
firearms acquisition certificates were issued in 
1983. The certificates-are r quired for anyone 
wishing to buy, borrow or trade a gun. 
Shrinking budgets 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Legislative reform is required 
urgently to help federal public servants respond to 
shrinking budgets and increasing .demands, the 
Public Service Commission said Wednesday in its 
annual report. 
"It is now time for Parliament o consider el- 
festive legislative reforms to enhance the ability to 
provide the effective and efficient public service 
which Canadians expect and deserve," said com- 
mission chairman Edgar Gallant. 
The commission urged the government to
maintain the merit principle. 
The report was criticized by the Professional 
Institute of the Public Service of Canada for not 
recommending that all matters relating to public 
service staff be opened to collective' bargaining. 
Help for tourism 
O~YAWA (CP) -- The government's I;100,000 
tourism conference this weak generated a lot of 
business for international tourist industry 
representatives, federal Tourism Minister David 
Smith said Wednesday. 
Smith said exact figures on the number of travel 
packages sold will not be available for a few weeks 
but he is confident It will pass the ~0-millien mark 
of last year's convention. . -  
Al~i~t "~)O-lindu~t~Y representa'tl~'~:liifd fi'av~J- 
wri[ere attended RendezVous Cannda, an annual 
tourism conference held by the government. 
It was designed to help reduce Canada's $2-billion 
intematienal tourism deficit, said Gerard Garneau, 
manager of marketing end communications for 
Tourism Canada. 
The ti~ee-dny convention cost $2.5 million bul 
most expenses were covered by airlines, railways, 
hotels and the Quebec and Ontario governments, 
Smith said. 
ach,nan 
Ap,.im,nts 
• . ,p.t ; . f ,  J ' .e,' ,  " ' J " ° " "  e"h"~ , 
°[,~,, Io, ,  , , , ,~ l~ q ld , , , , ,  , , , i J , , I  , , , , ,ate,. 
[ )~o , ,  m-n,.fe,, aa~l~-*  
638-8240 
programs. 
For further Iritormatlon 
contact AIf Brady, 
Ministry o f  .Human 
Resources st Box 300, 
Hszolton, B.C~ V0J ,IY0, 
' Phone.842.S231. 
Submlsslonsl will • be 
received at Ministry of 
Human Resources, 34.3413 
Kalum St., Terra¢l~ B.C. 
until 4:30 p.m., May 31st, 
• 1984. VEG 41"2. /~ 
The Ioweit or any tender 
will nOt necteUtlly: ..t~. 
scoops, 
"But we have a splilover 
of violence seen on 
television a t '  the 
professional (hockey) 
level," she said. 
Bulut, an elementary 
schgol ~ teacher from 
Hanover, Ont., about i80 
idlomelru northwest of 
1~,unto, criticized the 
amount of pressure put on plays.. 
"It Is an indication of the 
wayl hockey Is being bred: 
here," be sa id .  
/ - ' - I  d--"l d-'-'A 
~..mtlll ~'11 ~ '•One bedroom at $325"  mo. 
Two bedroom at 8360"  mo. 
--Attractive, spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful appliances, tiled showers 
--'Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
--Large balconies with screened patio doors 
, Lo ts  of par king -recreation'court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery co.ordinated to w--w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
--Family oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store,parks, 
car wash, all in area 
-$Lql0.M move in nllownncl lot April 1-31 
Professionally Managed * 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Te lephone:  635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
I 
wlthaut 8x24 lesY Shack 
(like new). 
17' Skylark Holiday trailer 
Comes with toilet etc. 
Phone 635.3993 after 5pro. 
(pS.7may) 
EE WAFE/I I 
Neat I 
residential and:or day violence, 
--a day programme to PlaYi not to get hurt," Pat 
]' Ilrl • meet specific needs of the Btdut told the O,tario New 
1911 .SVN ft. SKYLARK three adults. - DelUocraUe ~Perty's task 
Hol!day trailer w i ther  Submissions may befor  force on minor hockey 
for three adults " I  am s~dlng my. boy to 
: {p20.15may) 
8'Xi2' JOEY .  SHACK, 
insu la ted , '  w i red ,  
eevestrough, two doors, 
windows. , Asking S700~ 
'Phone 635;2691. ' 
(p10,11may) 
[ 
6Olecreat!0noI  
Yehlcleg 
missions from societies, 
companies or Individuals 
to provide resldehtlal and 
day programs for mentally 
retarded persons In the 
Terrace area 
The 'MIn!sfry seeks 
prOposal sfor the following 
programs: ~ 
--a residential resource 
TORONTO '(CP) -- A 
teacher told a hockey- 
violence inquiry Wed- 
nesday that she fears her 
14-yuar.oId son will one 
day be hur t  by another 
player 'mimicking the 
fighters of the National 
Hocl~ey League, 
. ,  ,,0, ...r ,,m. o Hocke y (pl0.4mey) 69 Ten.eta 
FOR SALE--  12x68 Villa 
v,s,.. . r+  w,t, V, n. -'o/e-ce ioey shack, Washer, 
dryer, frldge, stove, . Mlniltryof 
dishwasher and micro- HumahRe,urc .  womes 
wave built;In, Phone 638- Submluionl Invited 
The Ministry of, Human 
,.v..,,,+ 
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Lottery OTTICialS rO se/ze,  IKets ! .? I i . ,  : .  , , , . - -  . .  . . • . " ,  : . 7 :  : - .'., . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . .  ' 
OTTAWA (CP) Provincial lottery the head o f f i ce .  - ' . ' ,  , •reputation f thes~rt  : ":" "' ":' Oli i ~"deral 
• ' .. ,:. , , , . . . .  government corporations are on the lookout for Olivier made his announcement as Moat areas.of the country reported that wmgo m court to'help ' any pool vendors .. ,~ 
retailers who sell federal "sports pool QuebecSuperiorceurtheared aprovincial some outlets had ponl tickets for first-day wanting to fight' Pro~,'incial attempts to . ~i !
sale but all would be stocked by Friday. prevent them from selling both federal and 
Nationa!spokesman Nancy Volesky said provincial tickets." ' ~ , 
tickets along with provincial ottery of- 
ferings and are ready to seize provincial 
tickets and unplug terminals. 
Since the Canadian Sports Pc01 Corp. 
became a reality with proclamation of 
federal enabling legislation in ~ October, 
provincial lottery corporations have been 
warning that outlets for provincial lottery 
tickets could lose their licences if they also 
sell federal pool tickets. 
Federal Sports Minister Jacques 0iivier 
announced Tuesday that sports pool 
tickets had gone on sale for the first time 
across the country. 
An Ontario Lottery Corp. spokesman 
said although no outlets had yet lost their 
application to block such sales while two 
other related court cases are decided. 
BEFORE COURT '" " / . .  
The ,I0 provigces have an action before 
the Federal Court of Canada Claiming the 
pool, most proceeds of which are intended 
to help pay for the 1988 Winter Olympics in 
Calgary, abrogates a 1979 agreement 
whereby the federal government gave 
exclusive jurisdiction aver lotteries to the 
provinces. * 
Olivier and pool officials have main. 
tained that while lotteries rely on chance 
to produce a winner, pools require skill in 
choosing the winners of selected 
professional sports events. 
licences, corporation distributors have Als0, they say, the size of the pool jack- 
been advised to take immediate action pot will depend entirely on the number of 
when they lind transgressors. 
Bob Scott, a spokesman for the Atlantic 
Lottery Corp., said his corporation is 
trying to assess the situation. "If it's 
isolated eases then obviously the cor- 
poration is not going to be too concerned." 
Guy Simonis of Western Canada Lottery 
Foundation said •from Winnipeg the 
foundation has not seized any tickets or 
turned off any terminals but that could 
$2 tickets old each week for a chance on a 
minimum weekly jackpot of $250,000. 
At the same time, Quebec Superior 
Court has been hearing an application 
from the American and National Leagues 
against using professional baseball as the 
basis for the initial pools. Football and 
hockey are intended to be the basis of later 
pools, being sold under the general 
heading of Sport Select. 
happen. He said permission for a foun- The baseball officials want the sales' 
dation representative to take action stopped because, they say, the connection 
against a retailer would have to come from between baseball and gambling sullies the 
Medal winner can afford 
to collect his latest prize 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
When the Royal Bank of 
Canada telephoned, Hugh 
MacLennan figured it was 
• because he had been an 
" impor tant  witness" at a 
• holdup four days earlier. 
So he was "astonished" 
when the caller told him he 
: was this year's recipient of 
the Royal Bank award, 
-which includes $100,000, a 
~gold medal and 
;acknowledgement that the 
-W-year-old novelist, 
essayist and teacher is a 
:"significant voice in 
Canada for the 20th cen- 
tury." 
He is, of course, 
delighted. 
MacLennan, who said he 
isn't "used to this sort of 
thing," has accumulated 
18 honorary degrees and 
five Governor General's 
Awards -  for fiction in 
1945 (Two Solitudes), 1948 
(The Precipice) and 1959 
(The Watch that Ends the 
Night); and for non.fiction 
in 1949 (Cross Cohntry) 
and 1954 (Thirty and 
Three). 
He said he couldn't af- 
ford to pick those up but 
• will collect his most recent 
batch of prizes at a 
banquet in June. • 
MacLennan, who 
teaches at McGill where 
..his confreres celebrated 
with champagne Wed- 
nesday, is the third 
literary figure to win  the 
award after novelist 
Morley callaghan in 1970 
and literary critic Dr. 
Northrop Frye in 1979. 
AWARD PAYS TRIBUTE 
The Royal Bank created 
its award in 1967 as a 
contribution to Canada's 
Centennial nd as a way of 
paying tribute to Out- 
standing achievements of
Canadian men and women, 
Royal Bank • Chairman 
Rowland Frazee said at 
the McGill University 
Faculty Club celebration. 
Wednesday in Montreal the pool had about, :!~o,~ fits .from ithe~ p0o] are  intended, to 
000outlets ac~'oss the country, about 50 proauee :most o f ' the  $200 million the 
per cent of them in. business already, federal'government hascommitted to'the 
selling provincial.Uckets." Calgary Olympics, with the remainder 
"The. retailers really want to sell our coming from sales of Olympic stamps and 
product and,while'it's still too early for a commemorative coins. Pool 'profits a lso  
positive forecast, public interest in the,  will be used to finance cultural interests 
preduct appoacs high,,"she said. and medical research. ' : .... :~ 
Closure co ndemn-'d • • %,#i  ~ 
as lear .inju stic 
OTTAWA (CP) ~ - -  bls hands of this matter ,  continue to  have" the 
Opposition MPs attacked 
the government in the 
Commons on Wednesday 
for washing its.hands of a 
Public Service Com- 
mission decision to .close 
its Office of 'Equal  
Opportunities for Women. 
Progressive Conserv- 
ative MP David Crombie 
called the long-anticipated 
closure, widely condemned 
by women's groups, a 
"clear injustice" . and 
demanded assuraoce that 
female publ ic service 
workers will continue to 
receive services formerly 
provided by the office.. 
Treasury Boar~'  
President Herb Gray, 
minister responsible for 
the public service, stressed 
that the commission is~an 
autonomous body which 
reports its activities 
directly to Parliament and 
not to the government. 
Gray also criticized the 
closure, announced 
Tuesday, noting that "this 
step is not, consistent with 
the firm commitment rind 
action of th!s government 
(to) foster equal op- 
portanities for women..,." 
But Crombie, his party's 
Treasury Board critic, 
said Gray cannot "wash 
"The government' took protection provided by the 
allthe credit when it set up office. " 
the office and now it wants Commissioner Jennifer 
towash'its hands0f it When McQueen,;'wh0 announced 
closing it down," said the lheclosure,"ssid in a news 
MP for Toronto's Rosed/de "release that the 12-year-~ld 
riding, office COuld no longer keep 
Outside the Commons, up w i th  demands, 
Crombie said the govern- requiring that its functions 
ment has "gone along" ibe transferred elsewhere. 
with the move •without a "In effect, the functin s '  
prior investigation to find of the office are being 
ways to. ensure that ser -• strengthened by their 
vices performed by  the integration with other 
offiee~ are  ',continued : operating branches of the 
elsewhere in the public '~Commission,'; she said, 
service, adding that •office staff 
New Democrat -would be given other jobs.' 
Margaret' MitclteR, her  Asked ,. later what 
party's tatus of• women Parliament could, do. if 
critic, said it is essential •services to women suffer 
that Womenin the federal as a result of the closure, 
public service have 'a  Gray told reporters it 
separate centre to could introduce legislation 
champion their rights to to change the rules 
equal pay for work of equal governing the Public 
value and  ;fight Service Cemmission <: to 
discrimination in job ensm'e:th0S e services ai;e 
advancement ~ restored. '.' 
However, Status of 
Women' Minister Judy 
Erola sidestepped • Mit- 
chell's question en  what 
the govemment is doing to 
reinstate the office, saying 
oidy that she will meet 
next week with the.lcom- 
mission to, ensure that 
women'  public servants 
However, he refused to 
say whether, the govern- 
sent  would goso far as to 
fire MeQueen. 
"I think We~'tiave to be 
Very.careful about how one 
uses the pos'sible threat of 
removal from office as a 
way to achieve • various 
things," he said~ 
1 
Temperance Willy fights the demon drink 
he strikes the pose of an 
orator, rocks back on the 
heels of his small, sensible 
shoes and explodes into 
laughter. 
Bill Temple, known as 
Temperance Willy by 
friends and less laudatory 
nicknames by enemies, 
has won his crusade to 
keep Toronto's last little 
"island in an ocean of 
liquor" free of the demon 
booze. 
In April, for the third 
time since 1966, Temple:s 
brigade of drys held off the 
wets in a plel~iscite to 
decide whether liquor 
should be sold in 
restaurants of West 
Toronto for the first time in 
91 years. 
"I haven't got over it 
yet," says the 85-yesr-old 
Temple. "I knew we would 
win big, but I never ex- 
pected such a whacking 
hig majority." 
DRY SINCE 1903 
The area has been dry 
since 1903 when the old 
City of West Toronto, tired 
'TORONTO (CP) -- The of liquor-induced brawls reduce consumption, of 
old campaigner's eyes outside taverns, jumped on alcoholor we'regoing tob~ 
gl0w with a fervent light as the prohibition . band- faced with a decadent 
wagon. It agreed to be society," says Temple, 
swallowed up by the City of who's not known for 
Toronto six years later on shyness when holding forth 
the conditien it remain on his favorite.subject: 
liquor-free. "I would ask people to 
For Temple, the 61-per- look at areas that are now 
cent vote to keep his victims of heavy drinking 
j igsaw-puzz le -shaped and look at the 
section of Toronto downgrading of moral 
boozeless i more than just standards. Look at Yonge 
a victory against the  Street (Toronto's main 
"selfishness and greed" of street) - -  what do you see? 
restaurateurs who called "Taverns and bars and 
for the vote. video machines, dirty 
It's also one more movies and magazines, 
milestone in a life prostitution, topless 
dedicated to wiping out a waitresses, naked women, 
"dangerous narcotic" he so-called entertainment -- 
believes causes violence, what a society for a big, 
human misery and family wealthy city," he says with 
breakups, disgust. "That's their 
To Temple's way of standard. And if it doesn't 
thinking, if alcohol flows change, God help us." 
into West Toronto One of five children born 
restaurants, it will spill out to Methodist parents in. 
on to the sidewalks in the Montreal, Temple was 
form of taverns, winos and "brought up in the belief 
an inevitable slide to moral that we'd all be better off if 
degeneracy, we didn't drink." 
FACE DECADENCE Except for a breach on 
• "It's obvious to thinking Armistice Day in 1918 
people we'regoing to have when he joined his air 
to restrict or" greatly force buddies for a couple 
of drinks, he's carried that 
belief through two :w0rld decade after the end .of "Drew never recovered 
wars ,  as a . travelling Prohibition in 1923, i but " r from, that,!defeat,'-' ~ays 
sal~smaii f0i;  flie' A i ,~  spiritS were only'available Tei / i~, '  ~d~'g:'the"T~r~; 
Shirt Co. and as member through .government leader leR Ontario politics 
for Toronto's High Park outlets, he says. ' to takeover the helm of the 
/qding in the Ontario ..  "Temperance people federal party. ~ 
Legislature from .19~8 to < and. church people were SOUGRT'AD BAN . . . .  
1952, .. '~ outraged that Drew should ' After Teinple joined the 
BEAT PREMIER 
At age 48, a "completely 
unknown" Temple threw 
his convictions into the 
political r ing under the 
banner Of the old Co. 
Operative Commonwealth 
Federation party (now'tile 
New Democratic Part~i 
and set out to battle tlt~ 
Machme. Tories' Big Blue " " 
As much to his surprise as 
anyone's, he won. ~ ' 
And the man he unseated 
in' that 1948 election was 
none other "than Ontario's 
Progressive Conservative 
premier, George Drew. 
But Temple 'had a few 
aces up his sleeve. He says 
Drew didn't bother tb 
mention during the 1945 
election campaign that he 
intended to bring back 
hard liquor sales in bars in 
a few major Ontario cities. 
Boer sales in taverns had 
been restored in. Ontario 
during the 1930s, almost a 
conceal the program from ranks of backbenchers in
them," he says. So on the 
eve of the '48 election, the 
minister of High Park 
United Church Stood up in 
the pulpit and urged.his 
large congregation to vote 
for Temple. 
Breast 
the legislature, he knew he 
couldn't b r ingback  
prohibition -- it wasn't 
CCF policy -- but he did 
prepare a bill to prohibit 
liquor advertising in the 
province. 
cancer 
responds to drug 
• TORONTO (CP) - -  Improved forms of 
adriamycin, the single most powerful drug against 
breast cancer, are showing encouraging results in 
studies in Italy, and other medical centres, a cancer 
specialist from Milan, Italy, said Wednesday. 
Dr. Gianni Bonadonna said variants of 
adriamyein seem as. effective as adriamycin 
without causing the same severe vomiting, hair 
loss, bone marrow depression and damage to the 
heart muscle. 
Bonadonna came to Toronto to open the enlarged 
Henrietta Banting Breast Centre at Women's 
College Hospital, where last year 1,580 women were 
treated for breast cancer. 
 "fOr sexual harrassers 
NEW DELHI (AP)  " New Delhi officials have ::! 
recommended that "Eve.teasing" --  the north 
Indian practice of pinching, pawing and provoking 
women - -be  made a petty crime punishable by 
seven to 15 days in jail. 
The  metropolitan council passed Tuesday the 
"Delhi prohibition of Eve.teasing bill of 19842' The 
bill, a recommendation that police and courts take 
swift; stern action to bring Eve-teasers to justice, 
mustgo to parliament for endorsement before 
having any legal effect. 
It is the first move to recognize the rampant 
badgering and sexual harassment of women as a 
punishable charge. 
Eve-teasing is an Indian expression for treatment 
ranging from wolf whisUes and hair pulling to 
grabbing women, rubbing up against hem, even 
kicking or slapp'mg them. 
Thatcher holds firm 
• in budget dispute 
LONDON (Reuter) --  Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher has signalled the European Economic 
Community not to expect any major concession i a 
budget dispute, insisting she has "very litUe room 
for manoeuvre." 
Thatcher was speaking Wednesday fter a day of 
talks with West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl at 
the prime minister's country retreat, Chequers, 
outside London. 
She made clear she will still be demanding what 
she termed a fair. deal on Britain's hare of the 
budget for the 10-member community at a •summit 
. ~..meeting in Paris next month. 
...... Nid raguan mine 
sinks fishing boat, 
MANAGUA (AP) .  A Nicaragufin fishing boat i 
strnck a mine and sank Wednesday at the nor- 
thwestern port of Corinto, th? deputy foreign 
minister told reporters. He said the mine was 
planted by U.S..supported rebels and the United 
States wds responsible. L 
.] .~Jose Leon Talavera said at a news conference 
• that Foreign Minister Miguel d'Escoto sent a note of 
protest to U.S. State Secretary George Shultz in 
which he said that rebels in speedboats berthed 
_alongside U.S. ships offshore have been mining 
CLIFF McCHESNEY 
Investors is proud to honour this outstanding Personal 
Fmancial Planner for exceptional service on behalfoflds 
clients in 1983. 
expert tn monw management, this Personal F.-~ncial 
Planner advises IndMduals, families and companies on 
savings and Investment strategies, retirement planning, 
taxes and Ingation, and a vanety ofinvestment funds. His 
clients turn to him for his experience, his dedication to 
personalized service, and the technical W.sources of the 
comp,mythat pioneered in the field of total financial 
pl=.~-,s. • 
Investors Syndicate Limited is a member-company of 
Tile Investors Group which manages or administers assets 
ofo~r $14 billion. 
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